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Introduction
This year’s theme, “Language and Culture” will be highlighted in the pre-
conference workshops offered on October 8, as a preliminary of the JALT 93
international conference in Omiya. These workshops provide participants an
opportunity to focus on specific issues with the guidance of renowned interna-
tional educators before the hectic general conference begins on October 9. This
issue of The Language Teacher features articles by the nine pre-conference work-
shop presenters, who are each sponsored by an Associate Member of JALT. H.
Douglas Brown sponsored by Prentice Hall will discuss the cross-cultural
dimensions of learner strategy training. Gwyneth Fox, sponsored by Harper
Collins, demonstrates how corpus evidence can be useful for teachers. Kathleen
Graves, sponsored by Oxford University Press, examines the question of what
teachers teach when teaching culture. Ritsuko  Nakata, also sponsored by
Oxford, discusses a pragmatic approach to teaching cross cultural communica-
tion especially for children. Marc Helgesen, sponsored by Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, explores the interrelationships of listening-content, culture, tasks, and
strategies in EFL. David Nunan, sponsored by Thomson International Publish-
ers, discusses how to develop and evaluate an action plan for classroom research.
Robert O’Neill, sponsored by Meynard, reexamines the use of narratives as
authentic language (text). Della Summers, sponsored by Longman, provides
insights into vocabulary through authentic corpora. Lastly, Michael Wallace,
sponsored by the British Council, explores the development of language and
cultural awareness in EFL.

Carl Adams, Pre-Conference Workshops Coordinator



Feature: Brown

Some Practical Suggestions for
Learner Strategy Training

by H. Douglas Brown
San Francisco State University

In recent years language teach-
ing methodology has seen a
dramatic increase in attention
to what I like to call the “strate-
gic investment” that learners
can make in their own learning
process. The learning of any
skill involves a certain degree
of “investment” of one’s time
and effort into the process. Ev-
ery complex set of skills is ac-
quired through an investment
of considerable observing, fo-

cusing, practicing, monitoring, correcting, and redi-
recting. A language is probably the most complex set of
skills one could ever seek to acquire; therefore, an
investment is necessary in the form of developing

Figure 1

Learning Styles Check List

multiple layers of strategies for getting that language
into one’s brain. And so one develops strategies for
perceiving others, and, for singling out relevant ele-
ments of language, and all the other necessary behav-
iors essential for ultimate mastery.

In an era of interactive, intrinsically motivated,
learner-centered teaching, learner strategy training
(LST)  simply cannot be overlooked. Perhaps too often,
we language teachers are so consumed with the “deliv-
ery” of language to our students that we neglect to
spend some effort preparing learners to “receive” the
language. In an effort to fill class hours with fascinating
material, we might overlook our mission of helping
students to “learn how to learn.” And students, mostly
unaware of the tricks of successful language learning,
simply do whatever we tell them to do, with no means
to question the wisdom thereof.

Check one box in each item that best describes you. Boxes A and E would indicate that the sentence is very much like
you. Boxes B and D would indicate that the sentence is somewhat descriptive of you. Box C would indicate that you
have no inclination one way or another.

1. I don’t mind if people laugh at me when I
speak.

2. I like  to try out new words and structures that
I’m not completely sure of.

3. I feel very confident in my ability to succeed in
learning this language.

4. I want to learn this language because of what I
can personally gain from it.

5. I really enjoy working with other people in
groups.

6. I like to “absorb” language and get the general
“gist” of what is said or written.

7. If there is an abundance of language to master,
I just try to take things one step at a time.

8. I am not overly conscious of myself when I
speak.

9. When I make mistakes, I try to use them to
learn something about the language.

10. I find ways to continue learning the language
outside of the classroom.

A B C D E

00000
I get embarrassed if people laugh at me when I
speak

q q � q ’
I like to use only language that I am certain is
correct.

I feel quite uncertain about my ability to succeed
in learning this language.

I am learning this language only because
someone else is requiring it.

I would much rather work alone than with other
people.

I like to analyze the many details of language and
understand exactly what is said or written.

I am very annoyed by an abundance of language
material presented all  at once.

I “monitor” myself very closely and consciously
when I speak.

When I make a mistake, it annoys me because
that’s a symbol of how poor my performance is.

I look to the teacher and the classroom activities
for everything I need to be successful.

August 1993
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One perplexing issue in LST focuses on the cross-
cultural dimensions of a movement whose founda-
tions are the fundamental belief in the paramount
importance of autonomous learning-their ability to
self-direct, to learn how to learn, to intrinsically engage
themselves in the learning process within and beyond
the classroom. This issue will receive primary attention
in the workshop at JALT 93. Meanwhile, in this paper
I would like to make some potentially non-threatening
(for teachers and students) practical suggestions for
your language classrooms that I hope you will find
culturally appropriate within your various contexts. In
other words, how can your classroom techniques en-
courage, build, and sustain effective language learning
strategies in your students?

Informal Self-Check Lists
One effective way to instill student awareness of

successful styles (as distinguished from strategies) is
through an informal self-check list which students fill
out and then discuss. Such checklists are usually not
formally scored or tallied; rather, they serve as focal
points for discovery and discussion.

Figure 1 is an example of a check list that I have used
with ESL students (for lower proficiency levels, the
vocabulary was simplified). You could adapt the fol-
lowing procedure for use in your classroom:
(1) Hand out checklists to each student and tell them to

complete them on their own.
(2) When they finish, put students into groups of four.

Their objective is to compare answers, to justify
individual responses, and to determine if anyone
feels compelled to change their response category
after discussion. The ultimate objective is to get
students to talk openly about their own traits.

(3) In a whole-classactivity, groups can be asked to share
any major agreements and disagreements. You should
direct this discussion toward some conclusions about
the best styles for successful language learning.

(4) Summarize by explaining that no one side is necessar-
ily good or bad, but that (a) if they are too dominant
on one side, they may profit from allowing the other
side of a continuum to operate, and (b)  most learners
tend toleantoofarto therightsideofthechart, which
is usually not the best learning style.

A similar, but more elaborate check list is found in
Oxford’s (1990) extensive Strategy Inventory for Lan-
guage Learning (SILL) covering (in its ESL version)
fifty separate strategies in six major categories. The
SlLL has now been used with learners in a number of
different countries including the U.S.A., and has proven
to be enlightening to learners as they are exposed,
perhaps for the first time, to so many different strate-
gic options.

Impromptu Teacher-Initiated Advice
Another form of getting students to think  about

strategies is through frequent impromptu reminders of
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“rules” for good language learning and encourage-
ment of discussion or clarification. Sometimes the little
comments you make here and there have the effect of
subtly urging students to take charge of their own
destiny by understanding their own styles of learning
and capitalizing on their abilities.

A set of successful styles for language learning
might be appropriately capsulized in the form of ten
rules or “maxims,” that apply to most learners most of
the time. In Figure 2 below, they are given in a teacher’s
version (more technical terms) and a learner’s version
(words and cliches that might be useful for a classroom
bulletin board, class discussions, or student journal
writing topics).

Figure 2
Maxims for Good Language Learning

Teacher’s Version Learner’s Version
1.  Lower  inhibitions. Fear not.
2. Encourage risk-taking. Dive in.
3. Build self-confidence. Believe in yourself.
4. Develop intrinsic motivation. Seize the day.
5 Engage in cooperative learning. Love thy neighbor.
6. Use right-brain processes. Get the BIG picture.
7. Promote ambiguity tolerance. Cope with the chaos.
8. Practice intuition. Go with hunches.
9. Process error feedback. Make mistakes work FOR

you.
10. Set personal goals. Set your own goals.

Learners can benefit greatly from your daily atten-
tion to the many little tricks of the trade that you can
pass on to them. Think back to your own language
learning experiencesand note what it was that you now
attribute your success (or failure!) to, and pass these
insights on. Did you use flash cards? Did you practice
a lot? Did you see subtitled movies? Read books? Pin
rules and words up on your wall? When those appro-
priate moments present themselves in your class, seize
the opportunity to teach your students how to learn .

Teach Strategies Through Interactive Techniques
One way to familiarize your students with a plethora

of possible strategies is to promote the ten maxims above
through your own classroom techniques-ones that you
already utilize, but with a flavor of strategy building.
Figure 3 offers some suggestions for creating an atmo-
sphere in your classroom in which students feel comfort-
able and encouraged to develop their own strategies.

Figure 3
Building Strategic Techniques

1.  Lower inhibitions: play guessing games and com-
munication games; do role plays and skits; sing songs;
use plenty of group work; laugh with your students;
have them share their fears in small groups. 2. Encour-
age risk-taking: praise students for making sincere
efforts to try out language; use fluency exercises where
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errors are not corrected at that time; give outside-of-class
assignments to speak or write or otherwise fry out the
language. 3. Build students’ self-confidence: tell stu-
dents explicitly (verbally and nonverbally) that you do
indeed believe in them; have them make lists of their
strengths, of what they know or have accomplished so
far in the course. 4. Help them to develop intrinsic
motivation: remind them explicitly about the rewards
for learning English; describe (or have students look up)
jobs that require English; play down the final examina-
tion in favor of helping students to see rewards for
themselves beyond the final exam. 5. Promote coopera-
tive learning: direct students to share their knowledge;
play down competition among Students; get your class
to think of themselves as a team; do a considerable
amount of small group work. 6. Encourage them to use
right-brain processing: use movies and tapes in class;
have them read passages rapidly; do skimming exer-
cises; do rapid freewriting; do oral fluency exercises
where the object is to get students to talk (or write) a lot
without being corrected. 7. Promote ambiguity toler-
ance: encourage students to ask you and each other
questions when they don’t understand something; keep
your theoretical explanations very simple and brief; deal
with just a few rules at a time; occasionally you can resort
to translation into a native language to clarify a word or
meaning. 8. Help them use their intuition: praise stu-
dents for good guesses; do not always give explanations
of errors-let a correction suffice; correct only selected
errors, preferably just those that interfere with learning.
9. Get students to make their mistakes work FOR them:
tape record students oral production and get them to
identify errors; let  studentscatchandcorrecteachother’s
errors; do not always give them the correct form; encour-
age students to make lists of their common errors and to
work on them on their own. 10. Get students to set their
own goals: explicitly encourage or direct students to go
beyond the classroom goals; have them make lists of
what they will accomplish on their own in a particular
week; get students to make specifictimecommitmentsat
home to study the language; give extra credit work.

One of the best teacher resource books to appear in
recent years on the subject of learner strategy training
is Oxford’s (1990) bookrecommending many different
strategy-building techniques. For example, an infor-
mation gap listening technique is explained (pp. 109-
110) in which students listen to a conversation on a
tape and then, in groups, fill in an information grid
(with blank spaces for name, profession, address, age,
and appearance) for each of four people mentioned in
the conversation. Oxford explains that such a task
involves direct strategies like practicing, guessing,
note-taking, focusing attention, and cooperating with
co-learners.

Textbook-Embedded Training
Most of your opportunities for strategy training in

the classroom will be “methodological.” That is, you
will opt for one of the three possible means suggested

above. Yet another avenue for strategy training ap-
pears in  the form of ESL textbooksin which the content
itself is the study and utilization of learning strategies.
Ellis and Sinclair (1989) get intermediate EFL learners
to look systematically at successful learning strategies
through readings, check lists, and various techniques
in all four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and
writing. In one chapter, for example, students are
taught what to do when they don’t know the word for
something. Chamot, O’Malley,  and Kupper’s (1992)
series takes a similar approach. One of their lessons
recommends keeping a daily log for one week and
checking how many times a student uses any of four-
teen different strategies. A grid is provided for easy
checking.

A different sort of textbook-embedded  means for
enlightening students about strategies is through a
self-help study guide, several of which are currently
available. Such “how to” guides tend to have short,
easy-to-understand chapters with information, anec-
dotes, tips, and exercises that will help learners to use
strategies successfully. They can be offered to students
as recommended reading over and above their regular
course assignments. Examples are Brown (1989),  Brown
(1991),  Rubin  and Thompson (1982),  and Marshall
(1989). Of these four, Brown (1989) has been translated
into Japanese (Brown &  Yoshida, 1990).

Interactive language teachers must not underesti-
mate the importance of getting students strategically
invested in their language learning process. Perhaps
the most powerful principle of learning of all kinds is
the principle of intrinsic motivation. One of the best
ways of getting students intrinsically involved in their
language learning is to offer them the opportunity to
develop their own set of strategies for success. Having
thus invested their time and effort into the learning of
English, they can take responsibility for a good deal of
their own learning. This, in turn, generates more moti-
vation as they “seize the day.”
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Feature: Fox

Seeing Is Believing: Corpus Evidence
Used in Teaching

In 1980 a unique collaborative
project was set up at Birming-
ham University in England.
Collins Publishers (now
Harper Collins Publishers) and
the Department of English at
the University joined together
to form Cobuild, a project
which had the research aim of
taking a completely new look
at the English language and
analysing the ways in which it
is being used.

The first stage of the research was to collect a large
number of modern English texts and put them onto the
computer to form a corpus. In the early days, Cobuild
had a corpus of 7.3 million words of running text, then
20 million words, and we now have more than 200
million words held on computers in what we call ‘The
Bank Of English.” This sounds like an enormous--
almost profligate-amount. But we still do not have
enough data to make definitive statements for some of
the fairly rare (but still reasonably well-known) words
in English, such as abstemiously, apothegm, cheese-paring,
fire-raiser, and frilliness.

We also now hold our data in genre-specific cor-
pora, such as “newspapers,“ “magazines,” “British
books,“ “American books,“ “spoken,“ and so on. This
gives us the ability to compare how words are used in
different situations. And again, to do that, a great deal
of data is required.

Once the data has been put onto the computer, it is
then sorted into alphabetical order, so that it is possible
to see how many times each individual word has been
used. It is then put into concordance format, with the
contexts in which it was used. At Cobuild we have now
spent thousands of hours analysing the language of
these concordances, looking at every citation we have
for the words chatty, talkative, garrulous, and loquacious,
for example, in order to describe their meanings, how
they are used, when they are used, who typically uses
them, and so on.

What we are interested in is typicality, not possibil-
ity. Almost anything is possible. But onlysomefeatures
are typical. And in order to establish typicality, corpus
evidence is essential. By looking at hundreds-or thou-
sands-of examples of a word, we find that features
force themselves upon our attention--often features
that are so common you hardly notice them  in every-
day communication. The word give provides a perfect
example of this.

by Gwyneth Fox

We all know that give means “hand something to
someone“ as in He gave me a copy of his new book. But
much more frequent than this use is the one where give
seems to have very little meaning in itself and so needs
a following object to explain its use: give a laugh, give a
smile, give a frown, give a shrug, give a look, give a speech,
give a lecture, give a hint, give an explanation, give an
example-and I could give many more similar instances!
This use is extremely common, but when we looked at
the language of textbooks which were popular in the
mid 198Os, we found that this use of give was not in any
of the books, in spite of the fact that you can find it in
almost any text or conversation.

This structure is an extremely useful one for learners
to acquire. Not only can you say He gave a lecture
yesterday, but you can modify this into He gave a good
lecture, He gave a really interesting lecture, He gave a
dreadfully boring and longwinded lecture, and so on, build-
ing up the noun phrase to give as much additional
information as you feel it appropriate to give.

Similar points can be made about many other words.
The word like is taught almost exclusively as a verb.
But by far the most frequent use of like is to say that two
or more things are similar in some way: He looked like
Tom Cruise, She‘s very like her sister, The lake was like a
mirror, and so on. Thing is usually taught to mean
“object.” It does, of course. But it more often shows
what you feel about something you are saying: The
funny thing is..., The interesting thing is..., The awful thing
is..., The sad thing is.... Again, this is a use that appears
in few, if any course books. And yet the ability to
express your opinion, and perhaps to influence your
hearer’s opinion, is a vital skill.

Does what I have been saying have any significance
for teaching? Well, I think it does. It does not mean that
we should not teach give meaning “hand over“ or like as
a verb or thing meaning “object”; but it does mean that
we should also teach give in its delexical structure and
like as a preposition and thing as a prefacing device-
and teach them much earlier in a course than we
usually do, simply because these are the uses that
students are likely to come across in any reading of or
listening to English that they do outside the classroom.

There are other things (that word again!) which you
notice as you read the citations of a word. We know
already that there are some words-often insulting
ones-that are used to refer to women: bitch, tart, butch,
angel, and so on, and others that are used to refer to
men: macho, hunky, effeminate. But an examination of a
corpus shows that there are other words which seem,
for no obvious reason, to be typically used to refer to
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one or the other sex. In a corpus of 20 million words of
running text, we had 29 examples of the word taciturn
(meaning “saying very little and so seeming un-
friendly”). Of those 29 examples only three refer to
women. Why should this be so? Is there another word
that we use instead? (If so, I have not managed to find
it.) Also, taciturn seems rarely to be used as the only
adjective; a man is described as being reserved and
taciturn, gloomy and taciturn, taciturn and unsmiling,
taciturn and devoid of curiosity. Thus, a picture of a
person is built up, of which taciturnity (a kind of
unfriendly silence) is one vital element. This means that
if learners of English want to use taciturn in the way that
is most typical of English users, they should use it to
refer to men, and they should also use it with one or
more other adjectives. It would have been difficult, if
not impossible, to arrive at that picture of the word
simply by thinking about how it is used. You need to
see numerous examples of it, to be sure that what you
are saying is representative of typical use.

Words do not exist in isolation. And corpus data
shows us that it is not possible to slot words into
sentences wherever you want. Language consists of
“chunks“ of words, typically occurring together. This
can be very clearly seen by even rapid scanning of data.
So one meaning of the word hail should be taught as “a
hail of something such as bullets or gunfire is a large
number of them falling down on you” (or something

like that!) rather than hail means "a lot of something” . . . . .
It’s the whole chunk of language that has meaning,
rather than the individual words.

So far I have shown how individual words can be
studied using corpus evidence. It is also possible to
study grammar, by looking at all the words which
behave in a similar way. Again, surprises are in store.
Take the area of that-clauses.

Most grammar books say that when you have a
reported clause starting with that you can put it in or
leave it out: She said that she was tired or She said she was
tired. And you can. However, the less extra meaning the
verb has, the more likely you are to leave it out. So the
statement is true for say or think or know. But verbs
which show your attitude to what you are saying, or
which show the way in which you say it, are much more
likely to have a that at the beginning of the clause: The
Prime Minister conceded that a mistake had been made, The
girl announced defiantly that she was leaving, He murmured
that he loved her. It is possible to omit that; it is much
more common to use it.

There are many other grammatical areas which are
illuminated by looking at data in large amounts. Some
of these, along with individual words, will be explored
during the workshop.

(Fox, cont’d on p.22.)
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Teaching Culture: Knowledge? Skill?
Attitude? Awareness?

What can we teach when we
teach culture? To answer that
question I’d like to draw on
two models, one familiar to
practitioners in English lan-
guage teaching communica-
tive competence, and the
other less widely known in
our field, linguist James Gee’s
theory of Discourses1(1990).
I feel that an understanding
of these two models suggests
that in an EFL context a
teacher is on firmer and more

fruitful ground having students work with their aware-
ness and attitudes, rather than emphasizing skills and
knowledge.

Communicative competence, as interpreted by
Tarone  and Yule (1990) includes “grammatical compe-
tence, " “sociolinguistic competence,” and “strategic
competence.” They define sociolinguistic competence
as al lowing "... the language user to select which utter-
ance form, from any number of possible correct forms,
is considered appropriate within a language commu-
nity on a particular interactive occasion..."(p.18).  They
define strategic competence as “...the ability to ‘get
one’s message across'"(p.19). As they point out, lan-
guage teachers usually know more about teaching the
grammatical dimension of communicative competence,
and are less sure and systematic about teaching the
sociolinguistic and strategic dimensions. One reason
for that is that the grammar can be taught and learned
a contextually, as a set of forms and principles, while
sociolinguistic competence and strategic competence
depend on learners interacting in a context. These
competences, by their very nature, have been less sus-
ceptible to codification for teaching purposes. Work
done to categorize functions, for example, has proved
problematic because there is no inherent appropriate-
ness in the utterance itself. Appropriateness is deter-
mined by the context.

Gee’s concept of Discourses goes further in examin-
ing the nature of interaction in contexts. He defines
Discourses in a variety of ways, as “...ways of being in
the world...which integrate words, acts, beliefs, atti-
tudes, social identities, as well as gestures, glances,
body positionsand clothes,” as a "...sort of ‘identity kit’
which comes complete with the appropriate costume
and instructions on how to act, talk, and often write, so
as to take on a particular social role that others will

by Kathleen Graves
School for International Training

recognize . ...” as "... ways of displaying membership in
a particular social group or social network.. .  ,"  and as
"...'clubs' with (tacit) rules about who is a member and
who is not” (pp. 142-143). Thus Discourses encompass
both groups and their rules, beliefs and ways of being,
and individual membership within a group. Gee points
out that we are all members of multiple Discourses, by
virtue of our gender, socioeconomic class, profession,
and so on.

What do the above concepts have to do with culture?
If we accept the post-structural linguists’ view that
language and culture are inextricably interwoven, then
culture is not a separate entity, but is something we are
continually enacting in our lives. The idea that there is
a “Japanese culture” is misleading and simplistic.
Rather, there are a multiplicity of overlapping Dis-
courses which may be viewed as Japanese, by virtue of
who their members are. The model of communicative
competence is important because it asks us to consider
language, and choices made in using language, in
contexts of use and interaction, and it asks us to think
about how one determines or knows what is appropri-
ate in the context.

The concept of Discourses goes deeper still, in ask-
ing us to consider not only the choices we make in
using language, but who we are in making those
choices, who we exclude, and who we include. “In
socially situated language use, one must simulta-
neously say the ‘right’ thing, do the ‘right’ things, and
in the saying and doing express the ‘right’ beliefs,
values and attitudes. That is, that language is always
spoken (and written, for that matter) out of a particular
social identity (or social role), an identity that is a
composite of words, actions and (implied) beliefs,
values and attitudes” (Gee, p. 140). Thus culture is
relative, not absolute; it  is our way of talking, being,
valuing, and believing within a given context.

Four principles emerge from these two concepts of
communicative competence and Discourses which can
help us to explore the question: “What can we teach
when we teach culture?” 1. Language and culture exist
in specific contexts. 2. Language and culture exist in
interaction among people. 3. Language and culture are
bound up with beliefs, attitudes, and values. 4. Lan-
guage and culture are not a monolithic entity, but an
ever-changing composite.

It is easier to see how this view of culture could
inform one’s approach to teaching in a context where
the L2 is the language spoken outside of the classroom.
Whether the students are immigrants seeking mem-
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bership in the society of their new country, or students
seeking entry into a university, or even students who
are in the country for a month of general English, all of
them will have the experience of being in contexts in
which they can interact in the L2 outside of class. They
will experience numerous Discourses, and their beliefs
and attitudes may be challenged by those experiences.

The situation for teachers in an EFL situation, such as
the one in Japan, is different. In my experience in EFL
situations, culture is viewed as an adjunct to language,
and is treated as a generic version of the culture of the L2.
If addressed at all in the classroom, culture is typically
taught as information, which can be stored in the form of
knowledge, or practiced as skills. For example, students
might be taught that North Americans are informal and
that it is culturally appropriate or expected for business
and school colleagues to call each other by their first
names. Students may be asked to role play a conversa-
tion between two Americans, or an American and a non-
native speaker, in which they are to use their first names.
While such activities may be useful, they keep students
at a comfortable distance from the kinds of complex
understandings and attitude challenges that the four
principles above suggest. For example, the notion that
North Americans are informal and so call each other by
their first names is a simplistic view of that aspect of
culture. There are rules about who can call each other by
their first names, and in which situations. The junior
colleague does not tell the senior colleague, “Call me
Bill.” The doctor may call her assistant “Joan,” but it is
uncommon, at least in front of the patient, for the assis-
tant to call the doctor “Nancy.” Each context has its own
roles and rules, and because there are so many possible
contexts, it is probably futile to even consider teaching all
the possibilities.

Paradoxically, it is in the areas of attitude and awareness
that the EFL teacher has the most opportunity for “teaching
culture.” Most students in an EFL situation do not have the
opportunity to engage in L2 social contexts outside of the
classroom and so have little practice in developing their
sociolinguistic competence. They can, however, develop an
awareness of what it means to be socioculturally competent
in their L1 every day as members of multiple Discourses.
Students can learn about their own Discourses, the roles
they play and the rules they follow. They can examine the
underlying beliefs and values, how one becomes a member
(or is denied membership), how one is accorded status or
power. In order to understand that they follow rules, a
teacher might ask her students to do two role plays The first,
in Japanese, in which they are to use first names only, no -san,
-chan, or -kun. In the ensuing discussion, students can talk
about how comfortable or uncomfortable they felt, both as
players and as observers and why. Then students can be
asked to do a similar role play in English, and discuss their
relative comfort with using their first names.

Native speaker teachers of the L2 and non-native
speaker teachers each have different advantages in
teaching culture. The Discourse of the classroom in
which the teacher is an L2 native speaker is going to be
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a new one for the students. Both teacher and students
can workout the ways of being, saying, and doing that
will, in effect, borrow from two cultures. If the teacher
is unaware of this possibility, the classroom will be a
site of conflict, with two competing Discourses vying
for power. If the teacher is aware of this possibility, the
students will benefit.

The non-native speaker teacher also has this oppor-
tunity, but it is much more difficult because of the
powerful pull of the L1 classroom Discourse of which
she is a competent member. A Japanese high school
teacher of English with 27 years of experience told me
that after having spent a year in a Master’s program in
the U.S., she had finally gotten the courage to teach her
classes entirely in English. The non-native speaker
teacher has the advantage over the native-speaker be-
cause she has an awareness of how the L2 culture looks
from the students’ point of view and she can also
understand what her students expect from the class-
room Discourse. She can be a powerful example of
what it means to function in an L2 Discourse, to be
“interculturally competent” (Baxter, 1983).

A key element in teaching culture is the teacher’s
own understanding of culture. A teacher who wishes
to help her students develop intercultural competence
needs to ask herself “What are my own attitudes and
beliefs?” " Am I interculturally competent?” “What is
the Discourse of my classroom?” It is in exploring
questions such as these that a teacher can begin to find
answers to the question, “What can I teach when I
teach culture?”
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A Pragmatic Approach to Cross
Cultural Communication:
The MAT Method

by Ritsuko Nakata

In most English conversation
classes, children are taught
how to sing songs and play
games. However, even after
several years of studying, chil-
dren only know some nouns
and the present tense. This is
because educators feel that chil-
dren should be taught only a

little at a time. Because many ESL techniques-have b&n
used in Japan where classes are held for one hour or less
per week, I feel that special EFL techniques

react verbally (‘Wow!“), in addition to asking questions
(ASK) and answering them (ANSWER).

Teaching the language at natural speed is another
key feature of the MAT Method. In real life, how often
would you hear a salesperson say, “May...I...help...you?”
The salesperson would speak in a natural way, “May I
help you?“ Many teachers slow down their language
for their students so that they only ever hear this
strange form of speech. The reason their students can-
not understand native speakers is that they are not
taught the language native speakers speak.

With the MAT Method, language is pre-
are needed so that children can learn to speak,
read, and write English in a way that is suited
to their educational systemand environment.

Success in getting students to use the lan-
guage  depends on how it is taught. There has
to be strict control over the material pre-
sented  to them so that they can learn to use

sented  at a natural speed following the natu-
ral stress and rhythm of native speaker
speech. A tempo or rhythm is established so
that the students are able to remember the
language much like a song or chant. Every-
one repeats together in the beginning so that
there is no pressure for shy or slow students.

sentences one at a time while at the same time
being exposed to the whole language. With
the MAT Method, students get maximum speaking
practice time-the equivalent of an intensive lesson of
more than four hours per week even in a 50 minute
lesson.

MAT stands for MODEL, ACTION, TALK. With the
model by the teacher, the students imitate with actions
or gestures, even with abstract words, and at the same
time speak out. The actions help retention and recall,
and speaking out catches correct pronunciation and
intonation from the start. It is said that actions are
controlled by the right brain and speech by the left
(Asher,  1988). By combining movement and action in
this way, the MAT Method can be said to utilize the full
potential of the brain for language learning.

The MAT Method emphasizes the teaching of how to
ask and answer questions, how to give opinions/infor-
mation/reacting (TELL) and how to communicate with
friends (student to student talk), all in a game like
atmosphere. These are the things we do when we talk:
ask questions, answer them and TELL. If we want our
students to be able to talk, we must teach all of these.
They will not be able to communicate if they only know
how ot answer questions, or only parts of the above.  With
young learners, I don’t think many teachers attempt to
have them give their own opinions or react verbally to
what is said. However, even in the world of children’s
speech, they give opinions (‘That’s a neat bike!“) and

Then, practice is continued until everyone
can speak individually. Actions are associ-

ated with each word and sentence and questions and
answers are practiced in groups so that there is no
problem in determining which is the question and
which is the answer. When this is done, students are
paired and ask each other questions. All material is
constantly recycled.

There is always lots of fun involved due to the intensity
of each lesson and the emphasis on student-centered
activities with the children speaking the majority of the
time in games, competitions, and other classroom activi-
ties. The systematic steps of the MAT Method allow full
speaking time for all the students and gives the student
the basic components of conversation: being able to ASK,
ANSWER, and TELL. Putting these together lead to
TALK. I call these the four goals--goals for each lesson so
that the students will always get practice in each skill so
that when they get a chance to really use them, they will
be able to do so well.
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Creating Active, Effective Listeners
by Marc Helgesen,

Miyagi Gakuin Women’s College

Anyone who’s spent more than
ten minutes teaching in Japan
can attest to the fact that our
students find listening one of
the most difficult--even pain-
ful-aspects of learning En-
glish.This article explores why.
More importantly, it looks at
ways to make learners active,
effective listeners.

An obvious reason that stu-
dents have so much trouble
with aural skills is that they’ve
had very little real experience

with learning to listen. Although Japanese learners
spend hundreds of hours of studying English, most
have spent little time with listening. The problem,
however, goes beyond the lack of practice. It has to do
with how our students listen.

Most Japanese students lern English via grammar-trans-
lation. They are taught to translate what they read. It is as if
English were sort of Japanese in code. Unfortunately, this
time-consuming, “word-by-word, sentence-by-sentence“
approach leads to slow, inefficient learning. Kitao, Kitao,
Nozawa and Yamamoto (1985, p. 127) report that the aver-
age Japanese college student reads 50 to 100 words per
minute. At first glance, that might not seem bad: 100 words
a minute in a foreign language. Reality sinks in, however,
when we realize that minimum comprehension speed for
English is around 200 words a minute (Eskey & Grabe, 1988,
p. 234). If this “puzzle it out” strategy is inefficient for
reading, it makes listening nearly impossible. Listening to
English a word at a time and hoping to make sense of it
s imply  doesn’ t  work .

Bottom-up vs. Top-down Processing: A Brick Wall
Analogy

To understand what our students are going through,
consider the ‘bottom-up vs. top down processing”
distinction proposed by Rumelhart and Ortony  (1977)
and expanded upon by Chaudron and Richards (1986),
and Richards (1990). The distinction is based on the
ways learners process and attempt to understand what
they read  or hear. With bottom-up processing, stu-
dents start with the component parts: words, grammar
and the like. Top-down processing is the opposite.
Students start from their background knowledge, ei-
ther content schemata (general information based on
previous learning and life experience) or textual sche-
mata (awareness of the kinds of information used in a
given situation) (see Long, 1989).

This is, perhaps, better understood by metaphor.
Imagine a brick wall (see Figure 1). If you are standing

at the bottom looking at the wall brick by brick, you can
easily see the details. It is difficult, however, to get an
overall view of the wall. And, if you come to a missing
brick (i.e., an unknown word or unfamiliar structure)
you‘re stuck. If, on the other hand, you’re sitting on the
top of the wall, you can easily see the landscape.
However, because of distance, you will miss some
details. And, of course, the view is very different.

t

Figure 1.

Bottom-up
knowledge of
l grammar (structures)
l vocabulary
l s o u n d s
A brick wall analogy for
top-down vs. bottorn-up processing

Our students, having been trained through gram-
mar-translation, tend to read or listen a word at a time.
They process English almost exclusively from the
bottom-up. It is difficult for us, as native and advanced
non-native English users, to experience what learners
go through. However, try reading the following from
right to left.

word one , slowly English process you When c
to easy is it ,now doing are you as , time a at

.word individual each of meaning the catch
the understand to difficult very is it ,However

.passage  the of meaning overall

You were probably able to understand the paragraph:

“When you process English slowly, one word at
a time, as you are doing now, it is easy to catch
the meaning of each individual word. How-
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ever, it is very difficult to understand the overall
meaning.”

However,while reading it is likely you felt the frus-
tration of ‘bottom-up” processing; you had to get each
individual part before you could make sense of it. This
is similarto what our studentsexperience-and they’re
having to wrestle with the meaning in a foreign lan-
guage. Their learning background-this bottom-up
processing habit--gets in the way of effective listening.

Building on the Learners’ Background
While students’ transfer of questionable reading

habits into a hopeless listening strategy frustrates effec-
tive listening, other aspects of their background can
help. From their years of English study, they have a
relatively large, if  passive, vocabulary. They also have
a solid receptive knowledge of English grammar.
Additionally, we shouldn’t neglect their years of life
experience; our learners bring with them a wealth of
background knowledge on many topics. These three
strengths-vocabulary, grammar, and life experience-
can be the tools for effective listening.

All too often in English classes, we fail to make use of
these tools. Instead, we walk in and say, “Listening.”
The students freeze. We assign the task and play the
tape. Some students understand, but many don’t. So
we play the tape again. And again. And again. Finally,
by piecing together the bits (the bricks), they‘ve got it.
The problem is what they got-a two-minute piece of
tape they’ll never hear again.

The key is warming-up: getting the learners in touch
with the grammar, vocabulary and content of what
they are about to hear. To make our students successful
listeners, we need to activate their schemata and, in the
process, activate structures and vocabulary relevant to
their task.

Tasks are widely recognized as essential in teaching
listening as well as other aspects of language (Nunan,
1989; Rost, 1990). Schemata activation is done through
tasks-in this case, pre-listening exercises that precede
a regular listening task. One good way is to begin with
vocabulary. If, for example, students are going to listen
to a taped segment about the environment, they can
preview (warm-up) by working in pairs or smallgroups.
We can also activate using content and life experience.
A popular listening task, often used to teach sequence
markers such as first, after that, then, etc., is to have
students “overhear” people cooking a new food. To
activate learners' receptive knowledge, we can do some-
thing as simple as saying, “Work with a partner. Think
of a food you know how to make. Tell your partner.
Partner, write the steps.” Students are working from
content and, in the process, using cooking vocabulary
and structures (grammar) that will probably be in-
cluded in the listening task, in this case, imperatives
(orders).

At times, structures are the best place to start. If, for
example, the students will be listening to invitations or
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introductions, they can, in pairs, list patterns they
know how to use for the particular function. Alterna-
tively, they can write, in a specified time period, every-
thing they know or want to know about a given topic.

All of these pre-listening tasks serve to help the
students preview; the learners are getting ready to
listen. Even though the preview is really a form of
prediction, the point is not whether the students come
up with the right answers or not. Rather, by going
through the preview process, learners activate their
knowledge, both of content and language and move
from bottom-up listening (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Interactive top-down and
bottom-up processing

Listening and Culture
There are at least two areas where culture impacts

upon learning. The first is learners’ expectations of
their role and the role of the teacher. Students are used
to being passive in English class. The teacher “provides
the knowledge.” They write it in their notebooks, learn
it, and prepare to be tested on it. While that might be
valid in some disciplines, we need to recognize that
language learning is a skill. As such it’s more similar to
learning to play a musical instrument or learning a
sport than it is to other subjects at school (Johnson,
1988, p. 89). Listening isn’t and can’t be passive. It is a
very active process with learners predicting, and inter-
acting with what they hear.

A second area in which culture needs to be considered is
in learners’ understanding of the skill of listening. Students’
expectation  of a skill and how to practice makes a difference
in how much students understand. Before entering univer-
sity, most English study has been examination preparation.
Listening, if it’s been done at all, has been limited to literal
comprehension. Students see listening as primarily a matter
of catching the words-listening for specific information.
Yet, if our students are to really understand English, they
need a variety of strategies including listening for gist and
inferring meaning even when things haven’t been stated
explicitly. In short, they need to know what they’relistening
for and why.

(Helgesen,  cont’d on p. 24.)
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Action Research: What, How and Why?

What?
Action researchinlanguage education is the systematic
investigation of problems, issues, or puzzles in lan-
guage classrooms by teachers. It is language profes-
sionals seeking answers to classroom challenges by
collecting and interpreting data from the contexts in
which they conduct their daily professional lives. In
this piece, I shall describe the different steps in the
action research cycle, outline some of the problems
which have been experienced by classroom teachers,
and describe an inservice program designed to help
teachers deal with these problems.

How?
The action research process generally starts when

teachers identify something which they find puzzling
or problematic. The second step, to identify what is
currently happening in the classroom without trying to
change anything. This provides an objective record of
what is going on. Based on a review of the data yielded
by the preliminary investigation, a hypothesis is formed.
The next step is the development of some form of
intervention or change to existing practice, along with
a way of evaluating the effects of this change. The final
step is reporting on the outcomes of the interaction,
and, if necessary, planning further interventions. An
example of the action research cycle is presented in
Table  1 .

A particular view of knowledge underpins action
research. It questions the notion that knowledge is
“objective“ and asserts that knowledge is contingent
upon the time and place in which it is derived. This
context-bound attitude places the classroom practitio-
ner in a special relationship to research. If knowledge is
tentative and contingent upon context, rather than
absolute, then I believe that practitioners, rather than

Table 1

by David Nunan
Macquarie University

being consumers of other
people’s research, should adopt
a research orientation to their
own classrooms.

There is evidence that the
teacher-researcher movement is
alive and well and gathering
strength. However, if the mo-
mentum which has gathered is
not to falter, and if the teacher-
researcher movement is not to
become yet another fad, then i
significant numbers of teachers,
graduate students, and others need skills in planning,
implementing, and evaluating research (Nunan,  1992) .

To reassure those who might feel that I am looking at
teacher research through rose-coloured glasses, it is
certainly not the case that everything is rosy in the
action research garden. The principal problems identi-
fied by teachers with whom I have worked in a number
of different contexts include the following: lack of time;
lack of expertise; lack of ongoing support; fear of being
revealed as an incompetent teacher; and fear of produc-
ing a public account of their research for a wider
(unknown) audience.

Over several years, I have experimented with a num-
ber of potential solutions to the problems. If an action
research agenda is to succeed, a reasonable number of
conditions need to apply which include the following:
that someone is “on the ground” to “own” the project;
that one or more individuals with training in research
methods are available “on tap” to provide assistance and
support to teachers, that teachers are given paid release time
from faceto-face teaching during the course of their action
research; that collaborative focus terms are  established so
that teachers involved in similar areas of inquiry can sup

The Action Research Cycle: A Foreign Language Example

1 Problem Identification -> A teacher identifies a problem in her classroom, “My
students aren’t using the target language.”

2 Preliminary Investigation -> What’s going on? Recording and observing class over
several days.

3 Hypothesis --> Teacher uses too much English.
The important stuff is done in English.

4 Plan intervention -> Teacher increases target language use.
Teacher uses German for classroom management etc.

5 O u t c o m e -> Dramatic increase in use of German by students.

6 Reporting -> Article in teachers’ newsletter.
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port one another; and that teachers are given adequate
training in methods and techniques for identifying issues,
collecting  data, analysing and interpreting data, and pre-
senting the outcomes of their research.

In attempting to provide teachers with appropriate
and adequate support, I have developed an inservice
program in which knowledge and skills develop
through a judicious mix of workshops and between-
workshop tasks. This program is set out below.

b) Sharing of draft action plans
c) Refining questions

Between session task: baselineobservation, focus group
meetings, preliminary data collection

Session 4: Analysing Data in which participants de-
velop ways of analysingand making sense of their data
Between session task: ongoing data collection and analy-
sis, focus group meetings

Session 1: An introduction to classroom observation
and research

Session 5: Writing up

a) A series of reflective activities designed to get
teachers thinking about their own teaching style

b) Reflecting on the teaching of others; teachers
examine and critique extracts from a range of
classrooms identifying those aspects of the ex-
tracts they liked and disliked

c) Identification of ideological beliefs and attitudes
underlying critiques

a) Participants receive input on presenting their
research

b) Develop draft reporting outlines
Between session task: production of draft reports

Session 6: Refining Reports
Participants receive feedback and discuss reports

Session 7: Evaluation
Between session task: teachers record and reflect on Participants evaluate the LIPT process and provide
their own teaching feedback on how their involvement changed them

Session 2: An introduction to action research
a) Teachers report back on the between session task
b) Introduce issues and methods in action research
c) Introduce the action research process

Between session task teachers develop a draft action plan

Session 3: Focus groups and action plans
a) Formation of focus groups and appointment of

facilitators

In many ways, the most difficult task for teachers is
to provide a public record of their research. In a recent
action-based inservice program called the Languages
Inservice Program for Teachers (LIPT),  the funding
authorities were persuaded to provide follow-up fund-
ing for the research to be published in the form of
booklets, which were sold by the authority concerned.
The education officer who was instrumental in secur-
ing this funding has reported that other teachers, who

Table 2
How has your teaching changed? Complete the following:

More About the same L e s s

Since I have been doing action research, I find that when I teach I now...

1 . tend to be directive 1 14 10

2 . try to use a greater variety of behaviours 16 6 0

3 . praise students 15 10 0

4 . criticise students 0 11 13
5 . am aware of student’s feelings 18 6 0

6 . give directions 4 16 5

7 . am conscious of nonverbal communicationm y 11 14 0

8 . use the target language in class 19 6 0

9 . am conscious of nonverbal cues of students 12 12 0

1 0 .  try to incorporate student ideas into teaching 20  5 0

11. spend more class time talking myself 1 9 15
12. try to get students working in groups 15  18  0

1 3 . try to get divergent, open-ended student responses 14 10 0

14. distinguish between enthusiasm and lack of order 9 15 0

15. try to get students to participate 18 7 0
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were not involved in the project, welcomed the articles
from LIPT.

They have found them particularly useful and rel-
evant because they depict the complex circumstances
of classroomlifeinan honest and direct way. They have
found them a rich source of ideas and valuable for
informing their own practice. The warts and all de-
scriptions (including failures and successes), the re-
search techniques used, the analysis of results, and the
contextual detail are elements which readers relate to
and understand. As such they possess a validity which
derives from the detailed narration of classroom ecol-
ogy. The experiential reports give other practitioners
models and ideas for their own practice. They also
suggest topics and procedures for classroom investiga-
tions in different contexts (Mickan, 1991).

W h y ?
In professional development terms, we need to ask

what differences, if any, involvement in action research
makes to the professional practices of teachers. In the
LIPT, we subjected our project to continuous monitor-
ing and evaluation. At the conclusion of the project, we
asked our teachers how their teaching had changed as
a result of their involvement in the project. This is what
they reported.

In conclusion, I have asserted that that the adoption
of an action research orientation can be justified in
professional development terms and research terms.
Despite the bureaucratic difficultiesand obstacles which
areplaced in the way of teachers, theelitism of a certain
cadre of researchers (some of whom were once class-
room teachers themselves!), and the suspicion which is
sometimes directed at academics who are trying to
promoteacloserrelationshipbetweentheory,research,
and practice, there is evidence that, in some places at
least, things are beginning to change. At JALT 93 I look
forward to hearing from other teachers and researchers
who have experimented with classroom observation,
action research, and reflective teaching, and trust that
their ideas resonate with those I have presented here.
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The Conspiracy Of Narrative

One of my purposes is to ex-
plore the qualities and uses of
certain kinds of narratives
which I will call “conspira-
cies.” Another purpose is to
show how “input”--espe-
cially in the form of specially
written or adapted narrative
text-can lead to “output.“ As
we will see, this involves both
the kind of text we use and
what we do with it .  This will
lead to yet another issue--that

of “authenticity” and what we mean by it.
Let me begin with an example of the kind of text I

have in mind and the questions about it that are central
to my purpose. It is designed for adult students at an
intermediate level.

‘So. what is it that you’re asking for?” Benson
asked.
George looked away. He had always felt uneasy in
the same room with Benson. He took a deep breath
and then looked at Benson again. He could feel his
heart pounding.
“I’ve . . I’ve already told you. I can’t live on my
salary any more.”
Benson looked at his watch.
“I’m sorry. As you know, the company is going
through a difficult time. It’s out of the question.”
“But all I need is...”
“I said it’s out of the question,” Benson said sharply.
He looked at this watch again.
“And now, if you’ll excuse me...”

1. Describe the room you think the dialogue takes
place in.

2. What do you think Benson looks like? Try to
describe him to someone else.

3. What do you think happened or was said before
the text begins?

4. What do you think happened or was said after
the text ends?

5. George talked about this later in the evening.
Who do you think he talked to?

6. Say some of the things you think George said
later that evening.

The Power of Narrative
I’ve been told that dialogues are better than narra-

tives for language teaching purposesbecause dialogues
are examples of spoken language and narrative texts
are not. This ignores some of the things we do when we

by Robert O’Neill

make sense of dialogue in real life, just as it ignores the
fact that narrative often contains dialogue within it.

The text I have just used gives us a great deal more
information about gesture, setting, and even the past
history of the characters than we would normally get
from dialogue alone. We constantly use this kind of
information in real life to interpret dialogue. Written
dialogue on a page does not convey this kind of infor-
mation. Even skillfully written, acted, and recorded
dialogue cannot convey gesture. Another advantage of
narrative is that it can tell us not only what people say
but what they try not to say. In real life we frequently
use language not only to express our feelings but to
conceal them-and this purpose is just as important as
the more obvious communicative goals we fondly as-
sociate with language teaching today.

From Input to Output
But now consider the questions about the text. They

may strike you as unusual because there is no “one
right answer.” This is intentional. The questions are
deliberately framed to elicit a wide variety of possible
responses. They can also lead to a number of activities
in class. One obvious example is role-play.

A:You are George. You are not happy with Benson’s
answer. You see him the next day. You have de-
cided you will leave the company unless you get
more money.
B:  You are Benson. You were worried about the
company‘s finances when you saw George yester-
day. You think George is a good worker and would
be sorry to lose him.

The Conspiracy Of Three Elements
I  believe that there are three elements in these narra-

tives that conspire together, first to hook us as readers
or listeners and to draw us into the story, then to draw
us deeper into the structure of the story itself, and
finally to involve us moredeeplyin the language of the
story. These three elements are “surface interest,”
“structural interest,” and “language involvement.” I
say that they “conspire” because they usually work
almost secretly, below the surface of our conscious-
ness. Each of these elements is worth examining in
more depth.

Surface Interest. Good texts “hook” us in the
first few sentences, long before we get below
their surface. Something about the characters or
setting, or perhaps the theme of the story, makes
us want to read or listen in order to find out what
is going to happen next.
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Structural Interest. As we read or listen we are drawn
more deeply into the narrative structure of the story. For
example, in longer narratives, we are reminded of or look
back at earlierpartsof the narrative. This is “retro-focus.”
At the same time the story develops strong expectations
in us of what is going to happen next. This is forward
focus. In the case of the very short narratives I have in
mind, students become engaged in speculating about
and inventing a narrative past (What do you think
happened before?) and a narrative future (What do you
think is going to happen?).

Language Involvement. At one level learners are
involved receptively as readers or listeners with the
language of the text. At another level, they are involved
actively, when they give their own versions of the
narrative past and narrative future or when they de-
velop and expand details of the story (Describe the
room Benson and George were in. What do you think
Benson looked like?).

The “Iceberg Factor”
Good narratives are like icebergs. Seven eighths of them

lie below the surface of your attention. You do not have to
struggle with those seven eighths consciously in order to
make sense of the text. In the case of the foreign learner, this
means that seven eighths of the language should be compre-
hensible almost immediately, without a struggle

It can be difficult to find narratives that meet this
requirement, especially for classes below intermediate
level. There are two possible solutions. One is to write
them yourself, if you feel you have the necessary skill.
The second is to take passages from stories or other
material written for native-speakers and to simplify
them if necessary. I have occasionally used fragments
from the excellent “readers” or EFL novelettes published
by Longman,  Oxford University Press, and Heinemann.

Krashen (1982) has argued that reading or listening
to something in a foreign language cannot be enriching
if we understand it without any difficulty, and you do
not have to accept all his theory to see his point. In the
kinds of narratives I have in mind, “i+l” is the last
eighth of the iceberg-the part the students have to
focus on as language and which they may have diffi-
culty in interpreting correctly. Sometimes this element
of languageinvolvement or raising of language aware-
ness can take the form of exercises based on the text. For
example, it might be a vocabulary exercise like this.

Which of these words do you think describes the
way George felt when he was talking to Benson?

bored interested tense fascinated relaxed

Now explain why you would not use four of the
words above to describe George’s feelings.

It could also be an exercise which draws the learner
more deeply into language structure as part of meaning.
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Study the three sentences below. Which action
happened first in each sentence? How do you
know?
1. When Mary saw George later that afternoon, he

had left the office and was running down the
street.

2. When Mary saw George, she left the office and
ran down the street.

3. When Benson saw George and Mary together, he
was just about to leave the office and run down
the street.

Even if students think they already “know” the
tense structures here, the exercise of explaining the
meaning of these three examples and the sequence in
which things occur can be enriching. In other words,
language enrichment can also be the result of engage-
ment with “simple” language on an affective or inter-
pretive level. This, of course, is one of the lessons
poetry teaches us, but it can also be a feature of good
prose.

What Do We Mean by “Authentic”?
It is sometimes argued that we should use only

authentic materials for language teaching. “Authentic“
here means “designed for a native-speaker audience.”

I am skeptical of this narrow definition of “authen-
tic." Suppose you are involved romantically with some-
one from another country who does not understand
English perfectly, and when emotional problems or
dilemmas arise you try to explain to that person how
you feel in language he or she will understand. Does
your language become less authentic because you adapt
or simplify it  somewhat so that your meaning is clear?
Or does it perhaps become even more “authentic”-at
least for the person you are trying to communicate
with, if you succeed in explaining your feelings clearly
and without misrepresenting them? Good writers of
“authentic” materials always adapt what they write to
the level and needs of the readers. Good speakers
adjust what they are saying so that they will be clearly
understood by the people they are talking to or con-
versing with. Any definition of “authentic” which ig-
nores this is intellectually bankrupt. As Henry
Widdowson (1983, p. 30)  has pointed out, the term
“authentic” ". ..can be used, quite legitimately, to refer
to the communicative activity of the language user, to
the engagement of interpretative procedures for mak-
ing sense, even if these procedures are operating on
and with textual data which are not authentic in the
first place.”

Let me finish by making clear some of the things I am
not trying to say. I am not trying to say that the kinds of
conspiracies I have illustrated here should be the only
kind of materials we use. Like everything else, they,
too, have their limitations. However, they also have
great strengths.

(O’Neill,  cont’d  on p.  41.)
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Insights Into Vocabulary Through
Authentic Corpora

In many ways, it was the fa-
mous 18th-century lexicogra-
pher, Samuel Johnson, who
began the corpus revolution.
Johnson decided that the only
reputable way to compile dic-
tionaries was to base them not
only on the dictionary writer’s
intuitions about words, but on
“real language,” which in
those days meant handwrit-
ten slips, with a paragraph

showing the word in context, copied from the works of
important writers such as Shakespeare, Milton, and
Spenser.

Lexicographers still scour through newspapers and
books today, but usually only when they are research-
ing an infrequent type of language, particularly new
words. For example, we recently used this technique to
find examples of words that embody the cultural allu-
sions of the language, such as glass ceiling (the invisible
barrier that prevents women and minorities from reach-
ing the top of their industry or profession), Ivy League,
and preppy.

Corpora that aim to represent the whole of the lan-
guage, or the general language, must contain a very
wide variety of text types to ensure that the insights
gained from them are reliable. The two corpora that I
have been involved in designing both aspire to being
balanced or representative. They are the 30-million
word Longman Lancaster Corpus of written English,
and the British National Corpus (still under develop-
ment). In our terms, a balanced corpus has to reflect a
wide range of written material from all subject fields,
include different media, such as newspapers and
ephemera (letters, advertising material, etc.) as well as
books, and cover technical language and scientific
material as well as fiction and more general texts.

Whilst the British National Corpus contains only
British English, the Longman Lancaster is 40% Ameri-
can English. This is useful in comparing the usage of
words like homely, elevator/lift, cookie/biscuit and mean/
cheap,  when differences between American and British
English become apparent. For example, in British En-
glish homely means “ordinary; comfortable, as in a
homely room,” whereas in American English the cor-
pus shows us that homely can mean something different
to Americans, from corpus examples such as She was
not homely, nor particularly pretty, where it means “plain-
looking; not good-looking.”

by Della Summers
Longman U.K.

If someone has been less than generous with money,
Americans might say Don’t be so cheap; a British person,
or person who has learnt British English, would prob-
ably say Don’t be so mean. Again the corpus provides us
with solid evidence of this difference.

Students‘ Written Language Production
Over several years, we have gathered together a

corpus of learners’ writing, kindly supplied to us by
teachers from over 70 countries, including Japan. This
is now about 2 million words. The corpus is coded
according to the level of the student, from Advanced
down to Elementary. The material enables us to gain
real insights not only into the mistakes that students
make but also, and in many ways we think this is more
valuable, into the words and patterns that students at
different levels are able to handle correctly.

One of the findings that we have gleaned from the
corpus is evidence that students, particularly Japanese
and Korean students, sometimes use words that are
more formal than the context requires. An example of
this is the quite frequent use of a word like moreover. We
can compare this statistically with the Longman
Lancaster Corpus of native-speaker writing. We can
see that moreover in the native-speaker corpus is mainly
restricted to technical writing, rather than being used in
general books and newspapers. The word is usually
used to introduce an additional point in a closely-
reasoned argument, not in general speech.

This is an important piece of information for stu-
dents, who tend to think that a more formal sounding
word is the best word. Teachers may find it difficult to
convince students that in fact the best word to join two
points or facts in simple narrative is and-or simply
nothing at all. And is used a massive 33,000 times per
million words of naturally occurring written text, but
moreover is found only 53 times per million words. Solid
data and statistics that demonstrate that native-speak-
ers of English do not use such formal words as more-
over in general writing may go some way to persuad-
ing students that and is usually the safest choice in their
own writing!

By analysing the frequencies of words found in the
corpus, and by discovering what type of  language words
are typically used in, and in which meanings, we hope to
provide adequate information for students and teachers
of English to use the word that is “right” or appropriate
depending on the context and to whom they are speak-
ing or writing. In other words, to help them express the
precise meaning that they intend to convey.
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Insights Into Spoken English Through  Corpus Study
An extremely exciting development for those of us

who enjoy studying the language in great detail is the
new Spoken Corpus that we are creating as part of the
British National Corpus. The British National Corpus
is a corpus of 100 million words, of which 10 million
will be spoken. This is a collaborative venture sup-
ported by the British government and involving Ox-
ford University Press, Chambers, Lancaster Univer-
sity, Oxford University Computing Service, and the
British Library as well as Longman. The written part is
being collected by OUP and Chambers, with contribu-
tions from the Longman Lancaster Corpus. As noted
above, the design of the written component is very
similar to that of the Longman Lancaster Corpus.

The spoken material is in two categories. The first is
what we call “demographic,” which means that it is
spontaneous, natural speech, mainly conversations,
recorded by 150 volunteers selected according to de-
mographic principles of age, gender, region, and socio-
economic class. The volunteers carried Walkman re-
corders around with them and recorded all their own
speech and that of those around them in their homes, at
work, in shops, in their cars, and so on. This has
provided over 700 hours of highquality recordings
that have already been transcribed and entered into a
computer. This is the first time that such a large body of
spontaneous natural language has been collected. It
will, like the rest of the British National Corpus, be
processed at Lancaster University in order to assign
word-class “tags” by computer to each of the words to
enable further study of grammatical and linguistic
kind.

The second part is what we call “context-governed,”
which means that it is gathered according to the context
in which the speech takes place. There are four categories
within the context governed part of the corpus, Educa-
tional/Informative, Business, Public/Institutional, and
Leisure. The category Educational/Informative, for ex-
ample, covers dialogues (conversations) from classroom
interaction and tutorials and monologues from lectures,
news commentaries, etc.; the Leisure category covers
dialogues from broadcast chat shows, phone-ins, club
meetings, etc., and monologues are represented by
sports commentaries, after-dinner speeches, and so on.
There will be 2,000 speakers represented in the Spoken
Corpus in all.

But what do we discover about spoken language
through studying such a corpus? We can discover
differences between spoken and written language. For
example, there are around 200,000 individual words,
like get, getting, buy, bought, sacroiliac, Rottweiler, New
York, and Tokyo in the 30-million words of the Longman
Lancaster Corpus. There are only about 30,000 equiva-
lent word forms in the BNC Spoken Corpus which
seems to imply that the word stock of the written
language is more than six times bigger than the spoken.
The Learners’ Corpus, by comparison, contains around
5,000 individual word forms.
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Corpora allow you to study the realities of the lan-
guage-how words are used, rather than how you
guess they are used. We have studied the word think,
particularly the phrase I think, in the Spoken Corpus.
When we look at the uses of I think in the written
corpus, we can see, or have our intuitive guess con-
firmed, that this is a phrase used almost entirely in
speech. In the written corpus, I think is used only in
chatty newspaper articles or in reported speech from
novels or in speeches in plays. The phrase is used to
introduce your opinion, or just what you think, about
something. But some subtle differences in pragmatic
force are discernible in the Spoken Corpus, based as it
is on truly natural, authentic speech. In one of the
conversations, for example, a mother telling her 3-year-
old child not to do something does not say baldly Don’t
do that!. Instead she says I think you will get wet if you do
that. (They are changing the water in the goldfish tank!)

It is this type of insight which we will be hoping to
find with hands-on use of some of the corpora at the
JALT Pre-Conference Seminar.

(Fox, cont’d from p.  8.)

Looking at a corpus confirms much that we know
about the language, and thus confirms that we are right
to teach it. It also gives us surprises, some relevant for
teaching and some not. It gives us interesting gram-
matical or syntactic information that we would other-
wise not think of. It gives us frequency information-
about words, senses of words, grammatical structures.
All in all, it builds up a picture of how native speakers
typically use the language. This allows us at Cobuild to
prepare materials for learners which reflect these typi-
cal usages and which hopefully will help learners to
come ever nearer to their goal of using the language as
native speakers do.

In the workshop, corpus data will be presented, so
that participants will have the chance of finding out for
themselves whether what they think they know about
how people use the language is actually the case. Are
there any other verbs that behave likegive? If so, should
we revise our ideas about teaching them in any way?
What about words with similar meanings, such as
talkative, chatty, loquacious and garrulous? And abso-
lutely, completely, totally, entirely, utterly. Are they all
used in the same way? The evidence for these and
many other features of language will be examined in
the course of the workshop.
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Exploring the Development of
Language and Cultural Awareness

by Mike Wallace
Moray House

The whole area of the study of a foreign language and
culture is of such daunting richness and complexity
that as a teacher one wonders where to begin. For some
of us the starting point may well be a matter of personal
enthusiasm or interest or specialist expertise, so it
could vary from an interest in contemporary popular
music to a study of a particular area of language or
literature that interests us such as word formation,
perhaps, or the works of a particular author. More
often, however, we work within some kind of frame-
work, most usually a syllabus in which topics are laid
out for treatment according to certain organisational
principles. If we are lucky, this may be designed by
ourselves, but for most of us it is a “given.”

Within that syllabus, we have to deal with a series of
topics or texts. In courses on British or American cul-
tural studies the topics may be wide-ranging-the
political system, social classes, recreation and enter-
tainment, or perhaps more concrete-Parliament, the
Senate, the English Pub. In the general category of
“language study,“ there may be a sequence of topics
like the noun phrase, the verb phrase, cohesion etc. In
the general category of “literature,” the sequence may
be organised according to literary movements or peri-
ods, individual authors, themes, or perhaps an anthol-
ogy of individual texts.

Categorical Framework
Usually, syllabuses or a personal choice of topics

provide us with the “What?” (What are we going to
teach?). They may not provide us with the “How” (the
method that we are going to use). In this paper, I would
like to propose what might be called a “categorical
framework” for an approach to the teaching of topics in
this area. The framework is very broadly based, of course,
since I am trying to make it fit areas of study which are in
some respects quite disparate (see Figure 1).

The framework is essentially triadic, in that the con-
tent area is divided into three areas, and each of the
three areas into three levels of awareness--this process
is all from the learner’s perspective. From the teacher’s
perspective the process is similarlyorganised into three
teaching strategies.

Content Areas
The threefold division of content areas is of “lan-

guage, " “culture” and ‘literature.” In one sense, of
course, everything is “culture,” but language is easily
separable as an analysable objectivity in its own right.
Literature, among all the manifestations of culture,

occupies a unique position be-
cause of the fact that it is an
interface between language
and culture. Notice that the
article has been chosen care-
fully here-it is not the  inter-
face between language and
culture, because language and
culture interact in many ways,
e.g. thelanguageof social greet-
ings, the language of social
groups (jargon and register), and so on.

One of the special qualities of literature is that within
it, language can be consciously used to interpret culture
and vice-versa. Having said all  that,  it  will  readily be
admitted that this is also a division of convenience
since these categories correspond to established disci-
pline areas among teachers in terms of language, litera-
ture and cultural studies.

Learning Process
The learning process is conceived in terms of three

levels of understanding. The first level is common to all
three content areas. This is the empirical level. This
involves some kind of direct or substitute experiential
awareness of the subject-matter focus. This is the kind
of understanding which is available to, say, a student of
the British political system  who hasvisited Westminster
and sat through a political debate from a place in the
Visitor’s Gallery; or to a reader of Wordsworth’s “Daf-
fodils” who has walked through a field of wild daffo-
dils in the Lake District. There may also be substitute
experience, e.g. watching videotaped proceedings of
Parliament, looking at photographs of the Lake District
with daffodils in bloom. Empirical understanding is
most effective when it can be direct and straightfor-
ward, i.e. not mediated through the experience of oth-
ers. So, for example, watching a film which featured a
scene depicting a parliamentary debate would yield
some empirical understanding, but would be distorted
to some extent by the director’s interpretation.

The importance of empirical understanding will vary
according to the text. A text on the development of
Parliamentary democracy in Britain would be perfectly
comprehensible without empirical experience of the
current Parliamentary process (to say nothing of the
Parliamentary process of the 19th century!). In some
language texts (e.g. assuming familiarity with a par-
ticular piece of machinery) and literature texts (as in the
example of the “Daffodils” previously mentioned), the
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absence of empirical knowledge can be a real barrier to
understanding. In such cases, definition or explanation
may not be enough. What may be required is a much
fuller knowledge of perhaps (in the case of the ma-
chine) a tactile or (in the case of the daffodils) an
aesthetic or emotional kind.

Of its nature, empirical understanding is the most
difficult and expensive kind of understanding for the
learner to acquire. This is a problem which we shall
return to in the discussion of the teaching process later
in this article.

Literal Understanding
Building an empirical understanding we have literal

understanding, by which we mean the ability to com-
prehend the surface meaning of the text. It answers the
question “What is actually going on or being described
here?” The readers or listeners should be able to picture
in their own minds the substance of the text, or (in a
more abstract text) be able to explain the gist of the text.
Literal understanding will, of course, be coloured  by
empirical understanding as when the Elizabethan au-
dience of Shakespeare’s plays imagined the Roman
world of Caesar or Mark Antony  in terms of their own
empirical experience, for example, in terms of dress
conventions. Nevertheless, in spite of the enormous
time gap, there is a sense in which they “got it right” in
terms of the physical events.

Organisational, Contextual and Aesthetic Under-
standing

At the third level, the categories fragment according
to the content area, but it must be noted that the
categories are not mutually exclusive--they continue
to interact in many fascinating ways. Let us quickly
look it them in turn.

Language-Organisational Beyond the literal under-
standing of language lie the various kinds of
organisation which underpin and facilitate this under-
standing. This organisation has been described and
labelled  in terms of grammatical organisation (e.g.
noun phrase, verb phrase), discourse organisation (e.g.
coherence, cohesion) and lexical organisation (e.g. lexi-
cal sets, collocation).

Culture-Contextual Literal understanding of a text
is also affected by the understanding of the cultural
context in which the text is embedded. Thus, to use
again an example previously used, just as the Elizabe-
than understanding of Roman events was affected by
empirical solecisms (such as assuming that Roman
senators dressed like Elizabethan courtiers), so their
interpretation of these events was to some extent shaped
by their own Elizabethan world view (an issue first
explored by Tillyard, 1943). Looking at the issue
synchronically instead of diachronically, the same pro-
cesscanbeseentodaywhenthoseoperatingwithinone
culture interpret texts within another culture.

Literature-Aesthetic Finally, with special reference
to literature texts, literal understanding does not by
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any means necessarily imply aesthetic appreciation,
although literal understanding is a usual (but probably
not in every case necessary) prerequisite for aesthetic
appreciation. Appreciation of a literary text requires
organisational and contextual understanding, but in
addition a sensitivity to aesthetic effect.
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(Helgesen,  cont’d from p. 14.)

Conclusion
Many of these ideas-top-down vs. bottom-up pro-

cessing, activation, strategies and the like-are to some
degree metaphors as opposed to specific models. As
useful as they can be, we need to remember listening is
actually very complex. In listening for gist or inference,
a student may, for example, get the clues from catching
a couple of specific bits of information. Of course
learners need practice listening. But they need more;
they need to learn how to listen. They need different
types of listening strategies and tasks. They need to
learn to preview. Our students need exposure to it all.
When we give them that, we’ve created active, more
efficient listeners.
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Selecting Textbooks

Selecting Textbooks A Checklist-Part 3
by Duncan Dixon

Tokoha Gakuen University, Shizuoka

This is part three of a checklist I use to remind myself of
the important elements to look for when choosing
textbooks. In this part, I will consider other resources,
such as video and audio tapes, that come with text
books. Part one dealt with students and the approach,
design, and procedure of the textbook in question. Part
two looked at the claims publishers and authors make
for their texts.

Other Resources
Teacher’s Book
a. Is the teacher‘s book necessary to understand the

text?
b. Does it contain the pages of the student book for ease

of use?

Audio Tape
a .

b .

C.

d .

e .

f.
g.

Are the tapes realistic?
Do they sound authentic?
Do they have pauses, umms, ahs, false starts, ex-
amples of discourse repair (Sorry, I didn't catch what
you said.), etc.?
Are listening tasks varied and interesting?
Is there a variety of accents of both native and non-
native speakers?
Is the language at a level consistent with the text
and appropriate for my students?
Can I (the teacher) do the tasks after one listening
without referring to the answer key?
Is there an answer key and transcripts of the tapes
for students who study on their own?
Is the recording level loud enough to be heard?
Are all voices recorded at the same level?
Can I use the text without the tapes?
Is there a student cassette tape?

Video Tape1

z:

C.

d .

A variety of scenes with clear detail?
Clear voices recorded at a high sound level?
Times of the video clips clearly keyed to the exer-
cises in the book?
Desirability or possibility of using the text without
the video?

W o r k b o o k
a . How would a workbook fit into the course?
b. Is it  worth the extra cost?

Cost/Durability
a . Strong binding? Sewn? Glued?
b. Printed on recycled paper?

One final note: Publishers have been working hard
recently to produce textbooks appropriate to the Japa-

nese market. However, if you still can’t find a text that
suits your needs, perhaps it’s time to consider writing
your own material .

N o t e
1. Buying a video to go with a text is a major investment which

requires careful consideration. For more detailed information on
what to look for when choosing a video, see  Madeley, Goold  and
Carter  (1992).

References
Madeley C., Goold,  R., & Carter, N. (1992). Selecting and supple-

menting ELT videos for junior and senior high schools. The
Language Teacher 16 (1), 3-5.

Teachers who have missed a section of the checklist and who
would like a copy of the complete list can write to meat: Tokoha
Gakuen University, 1000  Sena,  Shizuoka-shi, Shizuoka  420.
Please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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EPER

EPER: A Valuable Resource
for  Extensive Reading

by Julian Bamford and Roberta A. Welch
Bunkyo University, Toyo Women’s College

Extensive reading-having students read lots of books,
often out of class-has been attracting growing atten-
tion in Japan for over a decade. Nearly every year,
presentations on extensive reading at the JALT na-
tional conference draw enthusiastic audiences. For-
eign publishers, also reflecting teacher interest, con-
tinually market new titles and series of graded read-
ers. Lots of us, it appears, want to get our students
hooked on books.

We also need guidance on how to go about it. Peren-
nial questions include, “What level of books are suit-
able for my students?” “Which books are the most
popular?“ “How many books should students read?”
“How do 1 know if students understand the books?”
“When should students move up a level?” “How can I
find out if my reading program is effective?”

All these questions can be answered through EPER,
the Edinburgh Project on Extensive Reading. That the
Institute for Applied Language Studies of the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh has had this project since 1981 is a
scandalously well-kept secret, at least in Japan. Per-
haps it is the non-profit nature of the enterprise that
makes them so restrained in promoting their wares.

Apart from doing research, EPER (pronounce it
“eeper”) aims to encourage extensive reading as a way
of learning English by providing information and ma-
terials to administrators and teachers who want to
design their own programs.

Materials and Services
EPER certainly has the tools for the job, starting with

an up-to-date booklist  database of over 2500 graded
readers, including many that are out of print but may
still  be in classroom libraries around the world. Each
title is (a) placed in one of 8 difficulty levels, (b) given
a 1-5 point quality rating, and (c) recommended or
otherwise as a class reader or library book. The data-
base also includes information such as the number of
words in each book, the recommended age of reader
(Primary/Secondary/Adult), the genre, and indica-
tions of certain controversial issues (for example, sex,
violence, and religion).

EPER has also developed student placement tests
(modified cloze)  keyed to the 8 difficulty levels, and a
new progress test, specifically of extensive reading,
that allows administrators to measure the success of
their programs (Cloze tests, while fine for placement,
measure only progress in general proficiency, not ex-
tensive reading per se.).

Additionally, EPER has produced activity cards for
individual books to support the reading process and to
check comprehension, teacher’s guides for class read-
ers, and a handbook for teachers and administrators.

The 175-page handbook is called Th.e EPER Guide to
Organizing Programmes of Extensive Reading. Its main
focus (covered in Part 2 of the book) is on the practical
requirements for setting up and running an institution-
wide extensive reading program on the secondary school
level. EPER has been involved in such programs in
several countries, including Tanzania and Hong Kong.

Teachers at the post-secondary level will also find
that the guide provides answers to many of the ques-
tions mentioned earlier. Part 1 of the guide gives the
rationale for including extensive reading in the lan-
guage teaching syllabus, Part 3, “Classroom Manage-
ment,” discusses the role of the teacher in organizing
library reading and using class readers. Part 4, “Using
EPER,” describes its materials and services. The cost of
the handbook is £l0 (£l2 including shipping. At the
time of writing, the exchange rate is £l=¥185,  so this is
about ¥2200).

EPER also offers a useful library classification service
to teachers and schools that already have some books but
are not sure of their levels and/or quality. Send EPER an
alphabetized list of your graded readers (title and series)
and they will return the list with a level and quality rating
for each book. If you haven’t kept track of the popularity
of the books in your library, here is a way to confidently
weed out poorer titles. The cost of this short-cut to a state-
of-the-art library is 10p/¥20  per title.

Availability
The above-mentioned EPER materials and services

(handbook and library classification service excepted)
are currently available only as part of a consultancy
package that involves buying class readers and/or
library books through EPER. This is an economic real-
ity: EPER needs a source of revenue in order to develop
its materials and services. It wasn’t always this way,
however. In 1990, for example, the booklist, tests, activ-
ity cards and teacher’s guides could be purchased
separately by any teacher or school.

Currently, what EPER can offer is a labor-saving
service to institutions wishing to begin or upgrade an
extensive reading program. After receiving your order
for the number of books you need, placement tests can
be supplied as necessary for assessing exactly which
level(s) of books match your students. Books are then
selected by EPER and sturdily packaged as a class
reader book box (40 copies of one title) or library book box
(40 different titles). Each library book comes with a
plastic cover and an activity card, and is color-coded by
level. Class reader bookboxes also contain a teacher’s
guide with full lesson plans.

Prices depend on book level, but a class reader box
costs about £125, including air freight (¥23,125  at cur-
rent exchange rates, or ¥580  per book), and a library
box about £l87 (¥34,595/¥870  per book). By compari-
son, equivalent graded readers sell for ¥600-¥700  each
here in Japan. But considering the “value added” in

(EPER, cont’d on p. 39.)
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Three Areas for  Reducing  Teacher Workload

by Momoko Adachii

An old classmate of mine at a reunion last summer was
complaining about the amount of work teachers have:
preparing for classes, correcting students’ work, mak-
ing exams, grading, home room activities, teachers’
meetings, club activities, etc. He teaches English at a
public high school in Osaka. I have the impression that
most high school teachers feel the same way. So I
decided to survey them and find ways to reduce their
workload.

I gave questionnaires to 20 ‘full time high school
teachers and interviewed a good number of them per-
sonally. I presented my data at a local JALT meeting in
January and got more data from the participants there
(eighteen respondents). The list of suggestions accom-
panying this article are the results of their feedback. I do
not mean to say that they are applicable to all teachers’
situations, and few may need some adjustments. There
are three general categories of suggestions that you
may find helpful. They are using students (items l-5),
recycling information and material (items 6-7),  and
managing your time (items 8-11).

Using Students
By using your students you can make your classroom

livelier. You not only reduce your work but also make
your students feel involved. When students contribute
material to class, they feel they are a part of the educa-
tional process. One of my friend’s students once brought
her an easy newspaper interview with a popular foreign
rock singer. She made copies for everyone and to her
surprise, almost everyone was wide awake and showed
a great interest. She realized how motivating such mate-
rial is. Teaching well-motivated students is always less
stressful and more enjoyable, as you know.

Another way to involve students makes use of pair
work. Usually even the most shy student feels comfort-
able in pair work and is willing to participate. Some
teachers are afraid that pair-checking, item three, would
encourage cheating. As a matter fact, cheating this way
leads to learning for both parties. Item five, “reformu-
lation,” recycles information, After doing this, you can
ask a couple of pairs to tell the rest what they discussed.
Then students will listen more carefully during their
pair work.

Recycling Information and Material
The advantages of the repeated use of the same

material are that memory is reinforced and that a
student can learn a different point of view with a
different partner, in addition to the reduction of work
on the teacher’s part. Item six encourages you to be
open-minded and share whatever you can with other
teachers. This is time-saving, as well as helpful with
human relations. Teachers can learn a lot from each
other just as students do through pair work.

Teacher Workload

Managing Your Time
People who don’t manage their time are likely to

think that everything is important and that they have to
“do it all now.” This creates stress. When you do
manage your time, you are relaxed and have more free
time. It is also important to learn how to say “no”
politely. You can postpone answering by asking for
time to think about things, for example.

Teachers who work too hard get tired and tend to feel
unhappy over trifling matters. This can make you
irritable and less efficient. To avoid getting overloaded,
practice the three basic principles: use students, recycle
information and material, and manage your time. Then
you can give your best energy to your students and
really enjoy teaching.

Eleven Ways to Reduce Teacher Work
1. Let the students help you with routine work such as

passing out material, giving back homework, eras-
ing the board, etc.

2. Let students write things on the board for you. For
example, you can ask one or two of them to write
difficult passages from the textbook that needs
explanation.

3.* Make pairs and let them check each other’s answers
on homework, exercises, composition, dictation,
etc. They learn a lot by seeing others’ work.

4. Ask them to bring you materials in English that they
are interested in. You can select those that might be
good to use in class.

5. Instead of you repeating, ask students to tell each
other what was done and learned at the end of the
class.

6.* When you make handouts or find good materials,
exchange them with other teachers.

7.* Use the same material more than once in different
ways, recycling information. For example, a ques-
tionnaire used in pairs can be used with new pairs
and partners can tell what they learned from their
first partner.

8.* Be organized. For example, things you know you
want to use every year, place in a file that is labeled
and easily found.

9 .  Do two things at one time. For example, play tapes (of
listening comprehension, or songs, etc.) you might
want to use in class while doing some light work, or
while driving, etc. At occasionally boring staff meet-
ings you can plan your classes in your head.

10. Practice time management principles: prioritize,
decide what is urgent and what is not, chunk (di-
vide into small pieces) a big project.

11. Learn to say "no."

*most popular among teachers surveyed

Please post in your staff room.
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Getting Ahead
A communication skills course for
Business English
Sarah Jones-Macziola  and Greg White

A new course for students at elementary and pre-
intermediate levels who want to improve their
English for business and professional purposes.
Whilst drawing on the learner’s own experience,
the course provides activities which give the less
experienced learner the opportunity to participate
effectively.

Getting
A h e a d

I

ELT: the professional choice

In Print
Reading Skills Development for
Business English

Rod Revel1  and Simon Sweeney

A new resource for those students of Business
English who want to develop their ability to deal
effectively with the kind of written documents
which they will meet in their day-to-day working
lives.

-~------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you would like to receive a sample of either of the above titles please return this form to:

David Fisher, Cambridge University Press, c/o United Publishers Services Ltd, Kenkyu-sha Building
9 Kanda Surugadai, 2-chome,  Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Tel: (03) 3295-5875, Fax: (03) 3219-8417
Kansai office Phone/Fax: (078) 822-0994

Name

School



TESOL  93

TESOL 93: “Designing Our World”

TESOL is an international non-profit organization of
TESL/TEFL professionals which was formed in 1966
and has since grown into a huge organization of 22,600
members. TESOL 93, held April 12-17, in Atlanta was
attended by three official representatives from JALT:
Sonia Yoshitake, Kelly Ann Rambis and Shuichi
Yonezawa.

Opening Plenary
The Opening Ceremony took place in the Hilton

Grand Ball room, presided by Mary Lou McCloskey,
the Conference Chair. Andrew Young, U.S. Ambassa-
dor to the U.N. during the Carter administration, deliv-
ered the keynote speech addressing the theme of this
year’s TESOL conference, “Designing Our World.” He
pointed out that instead of a “melting pot,” America
had become a “stew” and emphasized that for the
peaceful coexistence of human beings with different
identities, awareness and appreciation of diversity are
essential. All three of us sat in the audience and were
impressed at Young’s understanding of, in Yonezawa's
words, sociolinguistic and sociocultural perspectives
in the global age.

Affiliate Leaders’ Workshop
TESOL has established worldwide affiliation with 78

organizations, including 53 U.S. based affiliates. Nine
affiliates have membership of over 1000, and JALT is the
second biggest of the 25 non-U.S. based affiliates. Affili-
ate representatives were welcomed officially at the Af-
filiate Leaders’ Workshop that lasted all day. After brief
greetings and introductions by the TESOL President
Mary Hines, First Vice President Donald Freeman and
Second Vice President Mary Lou McCloskey, the affiliate
leaders broke up into two groups.

Yoshitake attended the session on “Regional Devel-
opment,” chaired by Linda Tobash,  to explore ways
affiliates of a region can get together for joint activities,
and the session on “Developing Interest Sections in
Affiliates,” chaired by Tom Robb, at which Yoshitake
was asked to report on JALT’s N-SIGs. A JALT member
is free to join all eight N-SIGs if the member wishes to,
while TESOL allows members to join only three of their
17 interest sections upon joining the organization. Also
in TESOL, conference abstracts are vetted in these
Interest Sections.

In the session on “Twinning,” chaired by Lars-Ake
Kall, Yoshitake introduced the CATESOL-JALT part-
nership with Sharon Seymour, who also referred to
their developing partnership with UruTESOL. Liz En-
gland of MiTESOL  announced their launching a new
partnership with ATECR (Association of Teachers of
English of Czech Republic). The leader of ATECR, Jana
Dvorakova, the Moscow Affiliate leader, Natalia
Bochorishvily and Croatia TESOL leader, Jasna Jemersic,
whom TESOL invited, were among the participants.

From the session on “How to Lobby Effectively,”
Rambis reports that formulating lobbying strategies,
educating others outside the field of TESOL, raising the
political awareness of affiliates, and practical “how-to”
tips were discussed.

Affiliate Newsletter Editors’ Workshop
On behalf of Carol Rinnert and Greta Gorsuch,

Yoshitake attended the Affiliate Newsletter Editors’
Workshop. A surprising number of newsletter editors
were familiar with JALT’s monthly magazine. Some
commented that The Language Teacher was almost a
journal because, on the average, newsletters of other
affiliates had 10 to 20 pages in volume. Ven TESOL
Newsletter and IsraTESOL  Newsletter had 32 pages
and 36 pages respectively but they were not published
on monthly basis.

A draft of the TESOL Affiliate Newsletter Manual
compiled by Phil Roth of InTESOL  was passed, to
solicit participation in writing sections of the manual.
Dorothy Messerschmidt of CaTESOL, Jo Ann Miller of
MexTESOL  and Marjorie Terdal of OrTESOL  shared
their editing experience with the participants.

JALT -CATESOL  Annual Business Meeting
Rambis represented JALT at the annual JALT-

CATESOL business luncheon and reports that with
regard to exchanging of speakers, we should promote
it by allowing each other to register at the conference as
a “member” to avoid heavier fees of a “non-member.”
Concerning JALT-CATESOL reception expenses, it was
decided that CATESOL would pay in full and sent the
receipt to JALT’s Executive Board for approval of as-
suming 33% of the payment. Twinning with UruTESOL
was another topic of discussion at this luncheon.

Prentice Hall Regents Reception
Yonezawa, the winner of the first PHR Japan schol-

arship, attended the reception accompanied by Rambis.
Among the hosts were Nancy Baxer, Tina  Carner and
Steve Golden from the Tokyo office. Yonezawa wants
to thank those who made efforts to organize the first
PHR Japan scholarship to TESOL.

Plenaries
The JALT representatives could not find time to

attend any presentations, but we attended some of the
plenaries to search for candidates to the future JALT
conferences. Yonezawa attended Adam Nadasdy’s ple-
nary on “Pronunciation and Tradition in TESOL.” He
reports that the talk by the versatile linguist was in-
structive and enjoyable. Mark Clarke who spoke on
“The Teaching Act: Tracing Threads and Making Con-
nections,” will write a feature article for the special
issue on Lesson Planning to appear in the June, 1994
issue of The Language Teacher.
Interest Section Council Meeting

(TESOL 93, cont’d on p. 51.)
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Level 1 education package includes:
2 videos, cassette soundtrack
and teacher’s guide;. .  ¥ 18,000

Level 2 amiNN.G  Wml!
for a sample video, please contact:

Prentice Hall Regents of Japan
Jochi Kojimachi Bldg. 3F, 6-1-25  Kojimachi, Chiyodr-ku, Tokyo 102
Tel: 03-3238-1050 Fax: 03-3237-1460

A Paramount Communications Company



Bilingual Abstracts

A Pragmatic Approach to Cross
Cultural Communication:

The MAT Method -
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COBUILD?
. ..A database

COBUILD (Collins Birmingham University
International Language Database) was

established in 1980 with the aim of creating
a completely new store of modern English text.

Major sources of written text such as
complete novels, non-fiction works, news-
papers and magazines, as well as spoken

sources in the form of transcripts of broad-
casts, interviews, talks and conversations are

all included. This Bank of English now
contains more than 150 million words and
reflects English as it actually used today.

. . .A publishing programme
From this vast collection of real English, the

COBUILD editorial team, under Editor-in-
Chief Professor John Sinclair and Editorial
Director Gwyneth Fox, have developed the

COBUILD publishing programme.
Starting with the Collins COBUILD English
Language Dictionary, the range has grown
rapidly and now covers the full spectrum of

materials for learners and teachers of English,
with Dictionaries, Grammars, Usage Books

and Course materials, all designed to
help learners with



COBUILD
Helping Learners with Real English

COBUILD is the Collins Birmingham University International Language
Database. All examples in COBUILD publications are taken from COBUILD’s
Bank of English, a computerised  corpus of over 150 million words. These real

examples, together with clear definitions written in natural English, mean that
COBUILD represents English as it is actually used today.

70,000 References 90,000 Examples
Hardcover 0 00 375021 3
Paperback 0 00 370023 2

I

~~~ COLLINS
COBUILD, -a,/ "/ ,., /., .,,. ,,,..  .I,.
STUDENT'S
DI@T'IoNARY

55,000 Referemes 60,000 Examples
Paperback 0 00 370285 5

40,000 References 30,000 Examples
Vinyl cover 0 00 370427 0
Paperback 0 00 370315 0

Classroom edition 0 00 370564 1
Serf-study edition 0 00 370563 3

For more information or samples contact: For orders, contact our exclusive importer and
David Gray, HarperCollins  Publishers, stockist:  Shubun International Co Ltd

l-2-1 Sarugaku-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101. 4-12-7 Komagome, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 107.
Tel: (03) 3291-6343 Fax: (03) 3294-8284 Tel:  (03) 3915-0800 Fax: (03) 3915-8290



Short Stories 7
for Creative Language Classrooms
Joanne Collie and Stephen Slater

A collection of eleven vivid and
memorable short stories, written
between the nineteenth century and
the present day.

+ short and unabridged stories,
with a wide variety of themes

+ a range of authors from very
different backgrounds

+ creative activities before, during
and after reading

+ a link between reading for
learning and reading for pleasure

for Creative Language Classrooms

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you would like to receive a sample of Short Stories please return this form to:

David Fisher, Cambridge University Press, c/o United Publishers Services Ltd, Kenkyu-sha Building
9 Kanda Surugadai, 2-chome,  Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Tel: (03) 3295-5875, Fax: (03) 3219-8417
Kansai office Phone/Fax: (078) 822-0994



Bilingual Abstracts

lesson. In this second part of the article, the writer reportson
the elaboration, the third part of a Suggestopedic lesson; the
post test; the last day performance; advice for further study
given by Dr. Lozanov;  and his overall impressions of the
course. The writer describes and explains some of the
elaboration activities and comments on them. He summa-
rizes his impressions of the course by saying that the numer-
ous varied activities, the quality and quantity of his own
creative language activities, and the large amount of infor-
mation he received made him feel that the total number of
contact hours was much larger than it actually was. The
writer discovered that Suggestopedia was not just enjoyable
and relaxed learning but a minutely calculated learning
approach. Concerning the results of the course, he reports
that the voluminous materials began to relate to each other
from the middle of the course and that he was able to
gradually express himself in Italian. After the course, he
took the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview at New York
University and received the result, "Intermediate Low." He
believes, however, that he could have learned Italian much
better if he had been given the text translation in Japanese
rather than English during the concert sessions. He con-
cludes that the experience yielded him a rich harvest, par-
ticularly because he still has a strong wish to continue his
Italian language study, which he did not feel after his other
language learning experiences.

The Japanese language Editor, Naoko Aoki, will be
out of the country from July 16 to August 20. All
Japanese language manuscripts to appear in the
September and October issues of The Language
Teacher should be sent to Sonia Yoshitake, ICU
ELP, 3-10-2 Osawa, Mitaka, Tokyo 181. Naoko
Aoki, Japanese Language Editor

(EPER,  cont’d from p. 29.)

selection, packaging, organization, and provision of
supplementary tests and materials, bookboxes could
be the most efficient and economical way for institu-
tions and individual teachers to set up an extensive
reading program.

For more information, or a brochure and price list,
write to EPER, 21 Hill Place, Edinburgh EH8 9DP, Scot-
land, U.K. Or fax them (from Japan) 001-44-31-667-5927.

Acknowledgment
Many thanks to David Hill and Elizabeth White at EPER for
patiently helping us get all the facts and prices right, and to
Marc Helgesen for his useful comments on an earlier draft.
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CHOOSE THE BEST

BBC BEGINNERS’ ENGLISH

l  TWO stages from False Beginner to

Lower Intermediate level

l  Up to date methodology with

activity based approach

l  Listening and Speaking skills

carefully integrated

THE LOSTSECRET

l  Unforgettable and gripping video

action at Elementary level

l  systematic revision of basic grammar

and language for use in everyday

situations

l  Students’ Book (monolingual and

bilingual) and Teacher’s Guide

available

To: MEYNARD PUBLISHING LIMITED
Ogura Bldg. 1-2-5 Nishi-sugamo, Toshima-ku. Tokyo 170
Tel:03-5394-3500 Fax:03-5394-3505

Please send more information :
Cl  BBC BEGINNERS’ ENGLISH 0 THE LOST SECRET

MEYNARD ~ Name:

PUBLISHING  i S c h o o l : -

LTD. ~ Address:
j (School/Home)
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JALT News
Nominations & Elections Committee April JALT News Errata

Nominations are now being accepted for the following
National Officer positions: President, Treasurer, Mem-
bership Chair.

Niigata Chapter

Nominations can be made by any member of JALT
in good standing and should be directed to the Chair-
man of the Nominations & Elections Committee no
later than Thursday, September 9, 1993. This cutoff
date is needed to allow the NEC time to assemble
relevant biographical information for each nominee in
time to meet TLT  deadlines for the November issue
and for the printing, distribution and return of ballots
by the November 20 deadline specified by the JALT
Constitution.

President: Donna Fujimoto, fax: 0254-43-6206
Membership Chair: Adrian Cohen, Matsumidai 4-63
Koopo Friendly 102, Niigata, 950-21, phone: 025-230-
7236
Akiko Honda is no longer Membership Chair.

Nominations should be printed clearly on a postcard
with the name of the nominee and the position for
which s/he is being nominated. Please print your own
name, chapter and telephone number on the same card
for verification purposes. It is recommended that you
contact the person you wish to nominate to make sure
that s/he is willing to run for the office in question. This
would save time for the NEC who are obliged to contact
each nominee whose name they receive.

Position Announcement for
The Language Teacher

NEC Chairman: Brendan Lyons
4-7-13  Shijimizuka

Hamamatsu-shi 432

Nominations for 1994 TESOL and
IATEFL Representatives

Each spring JALT sends representatives to the TESOL
Convention in North America and the IATEFL Confer-
ence in Europe. (The TESOL Convention will be held in
Baltimore between March 8-14, 1994; we have not
received any information yet concerning dates and the
location of the IATEFL Conference.) Please suggest the
names of any JALT members you know-including
yourself-who might be interested inattending TESOL
or IATEFL as a JALT representative. Nominations and
supporting materials (resume and letter of intent) must
be received by the NEC before December 1, 1993.
Representatives will be expected to attend various
meetings at their conference and to submit a written
report to JALT after returning to Japan. A financial
subsidy is also available to help cover expenses. To
place nominations or for further information please
contact one of the following NEC members:

The current Editor of The Language Teacher (TLT)
is due to step down after producing the Decem-
ber, 1993 issue. Subject to official approval by
the Executive Committee in October, the posi-
tion is to be taken over by the present Associate
Editor in November in preparation for the Janu-
ary, 1994 issue. Volunteers are now being solic-
ited for the position of TLT  Assistant Editor,
beginning in November, 1993. Applicants
should be prepared to offer a one to two year
committement as Assistant/Associate Editor,
followed by a one to two year committment as
Editor. Those interested in applying should send
a resume, together with samples of publica-
tions, to Carol Rinnert, Publications Board Chair,
Ushita Waseda 2-17-3, Higashi-ku, Hiroshima
732 by October 11, 1993.

(O’Neill,  cont'd  from p.20.)

Brendan Lyons (Chair)
tel: 053-454-4649
fax: 053-453-4719

Russell Clark
tel: 0123-42-0801
fax: 0123-42-0803

Neither am I arguing that we should never use
dialogues. I am suggesting that, because of their arti-
fice, narratives can sometimes offer more of the infor-
mation we use to interpret language in real life than
dialogues do. Good, well written dialogues will always
be very useful in language classes. However the appar-
ent naturalness of language they bring to teaching and
learning should not blind us to the things they do far
less well than narrative text.

References
Beniko Mason
tel: 0798-49-4071
fax: 0729-56-6011

Linda Kadota
tel: 0899-79-6531
fax: 0899-34-9055  .

Krashen, S. (1982). Principles and practice in second language acquisition.
Oxford: Pergamon.

Widdowson, H. H. (1983). Learning purpose and language  use. Oxford:
Oxford University Press.
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Main and featured speakers this year will give the following
lectures and presentations at the JALT 93 conference.
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Milton Bennett: “Cultural Marginality: Identity Issues in
International Education”
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John Condon:  “Where Communication Takes Place”
Michael J. Wallace: “Self-Appraisal for EFL Teachers”
Marc Helgesen: “A Model of Support: Activities That

Work & Why’
Gwyneth Fox: “Using the Dictionary in Class: The

COBUILD Case”
Della Summers: “Corpora, Computers and Students”
Robert O’Neill: ‘The Uses and Abuses of Teacher-Talk”
Kathleen Graves:"The Second Language Self: An Explo-

ration“
Ritsuko Nakata: ‘Teaching Speaking to Teach Reading”
H. Douglas Brown: “Adapting and Evaluating Interac-

tive Techniques”
David Nunan:  " Creating a Learner-Centered Class-

room"
In addition, the above speakers will be giving presenta-
tions and workshops on a variety of other topics.

Summer Address for
Bulletin Board Editor

Gene van Troyer, the Associate Editor/Bulletin Board
Editor, can be reached at the following address/phone
number until the end of September: Gene van Troyer,
c/o Tomoko Oshiro, Miyagi  3-5-6, Urasoe-shi,  Okinawa
901-21, tel/fax: 098-875-2294. All Bulletin Board An-
nouncements to be placed in the September and Octo-
ber issues are to be sent to him there.

TEL: 082-229-0121(W)  ; 082-227-2389(H)

f \

Teacher to Teacher:
Call for Questions

The Editors of The Language Teacher are inau-
gurating a new column designed to put teach-
ers in communication with one another over
common pedagogical concerns. We would
like to ask you, our readers, to send us ques-
tions you want answered by other teachers.
Examples might be, “How can I create effec-
tive pair work activities?” or ‘What are some
ways I can get students to create their own
learning goals?” We will publish questions
you submit to us and invite 400 word re-
sponses from our  general readership. Please
submit your questions to Greta Gorsuch,
TLT  Editor (address on p. 2).

Correction of JALT 93
Hotel Code Numbers

The hotel codenumbers listed in the JALT93 Pre-Confer-
ence  News Supplement are incorrect. The correct codes
areas listed in the chart that accompanies the hotel postal
furikae form in the back. The correct codes are:

MaRoad  Inn Omiya
Pioland Hotel (Omiya)
Plaza Hotel Urawa
Ikebukuro Center City Hotel
Richmond Hotel Mejiro
Shinjuku Washington Hotel

Please also note that the rate of ¥8,500 for the Pioland
Hotel is approximate, as the exact rate was not known
at the time the supplement went to press.
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My Share
This month two writers suggest a variety of creative
ways to make best use of the final minutes of class (ed.).

Before the Bell
by Randall Davis

Having been a student myself, I know that there is
always a feeling of anticipation to leave the class during
the waning minutes. Students can be seen shuffling
their books, putting on their coats, and chatting with
fellow students about the day’s lunch menu. Yet, these
last few moments during the class period can be the
most productive to tie the whole lesson together. Here
are a few quick and easy five-minute games that I have
found effective to wrap up my lessons.

Odd Man Out
Purpose: To help students aurally recognize and group
words according to theme.
Preparation: Divide the students up into small groups.
Tell them that you will read a list of four words (for
example: doctor, architect, office, lawyer). They must
find the word that does not belong. In this case, the
word office is not an occupation, so students should
choose this word. The first team to identify the “odd“
word wins a point. Other ways of making this game
more difficult include making groups of adjectives,
verbs (with different tenses) or other parts of speech.

Up to Bat
Purpose: To review any material including vocabulary
words, cultural questions, or grammar.
Preparation: The teacher should prepare a list of thirty
review questions. These might include vocabulary,
cultural questions, or any material the teacher wishes
to review. Draw a picture of a baseball field on the
board and prepare markers (pieces of sticky paper) to
mark the bases.
How to play: Divide the class into two groups. Each
team then chooses their lineup. Flip a coin to see which
team is “up to bat” first.  The teacher is the pitcher for
both teams. The teacher then “pitches” a question to a
student. If the student answers correctly, the student
moves to first base, and the teacher marks this move on
the board. If the student cannot answer the question, it
is counted as a strike. After three outs, the other team

comes up to bat. The number of innings is decided
beforehand.
Options: The teacher can assign each question a “hit”
value. Easy questions are singles. More difficult ques-
tions are triples and homers.

Categories (adaptation of a traditional spelling game)
Purpose: To review general categories of words.
Preparation: Made a grid on a piece of paper (see
example below.) Select word categories that students
are most familiar with (jobs, sports, articles of clothing,
places, etc.) The number of categories depends upon
student needs, time, and the teacher. Write the names
of the categories at the top of the paper, but leave the
letter and item columns empty (the blanks have been
filled in as an example below. Make copies for each
group of five students.

Each team should sit in a row one behind the other
from the front of the class to the back. The teacher gives
the first student in the row a copy of the grid. To start
the game, the teacher writes a letter on the board, and
the first student copies the letter in the first vertical
column of the grid. The student can fill in any word
starting with the same letter under any one of the
column headings. Once the student writes in a word,
the paper is passed back to the next student in the row.
If a student is unable to come up with an appropriate
word, he or she should put an "X” through one of the
boxes. The first team to fill  in the grid wins the game.
Teams receive one point for each word correctly spelled.
No points are given for an “X.” A bonus of three points
is given for the team that finishes first.

Beep: Act it Out
Purpose: To help students figure out meaning from the
context of a conversation.
Preparation: Select vocabulary words that students
have already studied.
How to play: Divide the class into groups of five
students. Have one student from each group come to
the front of the room, and show them a word. Then
these students return to the group and use a nonsense
word (beep) in place of the chosen one in a short
dialogue. For example, if the word is “book” the person
might say, “I bring my ‘beep” to school everyday. I like

to read mystery “beep” at
home. I go to the library to

clothing jobs sports names food

D dress doctor diving Doug donut

P pants painter

B bathrobe banker

S shirt salesman

ping-pong Peter

bowling Betty

skiing . Susan

pizza

banana

salad

find “beeps.” The first team
to guess the meaning of
“beep” wins the point.

Randall Davis received an M.A.
in TESL from Brigham Young
University. He teaches at To-
kyo Gaigo Business Academy
in Machida.
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Out the Door
by Irene S. Shirley

Introduction
During most of the ninety minutes of my first and

second year university conversation classes, students
concentrate on small group activities. I circulate around
the room to listen, observe, and comment to the groups.
At the end of a class, I often do a short one-to-one
conversation activity (an “Out-the-Door”) with each
student as the class leaves.

Objectives
An Out-the-Door has two objectives. One is to affirm

a part of the day’s work. The second is to give me an
opportunity to talk and listen to each student.

Topics
When I’ve finished the class work, I tell the students

that they can go, but that as they leave I’d like them to
tell me something. For example, on a day that we work
on songs, concentrating on lyrics and rhyme schemes,
I might ask each student to tell me three words that
rhyme. On a day that students have worked in pairs on
daily schedules, I’ll ask them to tell me something
about their partner’s schedule. Sometimes, I’ll ask a
beginning class one of the standard information-gap
questions focusing on after-class activities, hobbies, or
why study English. I’ll sometimes review pronuncia-
tion problems such as sink/think. Or, I’ll utilize an
activity that allows the students to use some imagi-
nation. I’ll use a chain to review the conditional
and ask the first student what she’d do if she had
a million yen. I’ll then use her answer in a ques-
tion for the next student. For example, Hiromi
said that if she had a million yen, she’d travel to
San Francisco. I’ll ask the next student what he’d
do if he saw Hiromi in San Francisco.

Benefits and Time Constraints
In five minutes, not all the students have an oppor-

tunity to speak. I alternate between talking to those
who are second or third in line, which precludes a
reluctant speaker from being able to avoid a turn
because the students don’t know who will be elimi-
nated. Even though some students may walk by and
eliminate themselves from the process, all the students
have the possibility of talking and listening. I find that
most students are concentrating on preparation and
giving or getting help from their peers rather than on
escaping.

An Out-the-Door activity has benefits for both stu-
dents and teacher. The more articulate students have a
moment in which they can use their more fluent En-
glish without being held back. For me at the beginning
of an academic year, Out-the-Door speeds my recogni-
tion of new faces and names. Under normal conditions,
students often exit from their classes at a low energy
level. This end-of-class activity demands active partici-
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pation,  and the students leave the classroom feeling
moreenergized and, in somecases, more accomplished.
I get extra feedback on their progress. In addition,
students seem to feel more relaxed talking with me as
they leave rather than being on the spot with their
partner or small group listening in the class.

Irene S. Shirley teachesat Tohoku Gakkuin University, Sendai.

Please contribute to “My Share”: 1000
words (6 pages of A4,  double spaced,
one sided) on a single technique that
you have used, or a successful lesson
plan. Your description should be pre-
cise enough so that the reader can
replicate what you do. Contact: Eliza-
beth King, My Share Editor, ICU, Osawa
3-18-2, Mitaka, Tokyo 181

Teaching Pop Songs:
Let Your  True Colors Shine Through

by Dale T.  Griffee

Teachers wanting to use pop songs in the classroom
facecertain problems such as which song to select and
which activities to use. The purpose of this article is to
facilitate the use of pop songs in EFL classrooms by
presenting four exercises. The pop song “True Colors”
was chosen to illustrate the exercises because it has
many of the characteristics of a typical pop song: it is
three minutes and forty five seconds long, moves in
speed from slow to fast, has a dynamic range from
loud to very soft and has lyrics that are often hard to
catch. In addition, it is easy to obtain and appeals to
many students. The exercises in this article can be used
with the present song under consideration, “True
Colors,” but also with other songs that have similar
characteristics.
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Of the four exercises, one each will be used to
pre-teach selected vocabulary, introduce the lyr-
ics, work with the vocabulary, and generate dis-
cussion. Naturally, the level of the discussion or
even the possibility of a discussion depends on
the general ability of the class.

Scrambled Words
Scrambled Words is an exercise that pre-teaches

vocabulary from the song lyrics. Make a list of the
words you wish to preview and divide it into smaller
lists of a few words each. Divide your students into the
same number of groups and give each group a different
list. For example, if you have 12 words to preview and
three groups, group 1 would receive words 1 through
3, group 2 would receive words 4 through 6 and so on.
Ask each group to write definitions for all the words on
their list any way they can. After a few minutes, give a
signal and then pass the lists from one group to an-
other. Continue writing and passing until each group
has the list of words they originally started with. As a
whole class, go over each word. Even if they fail to
provide correct definitions in some cases, each student
has a chance to look at each word, and will often be
interested in your definitions and comments.

Strip Songs
Hand out the full lyrics cut into strips and ask stu-

dents to arrange the strips in correct order before
listening. Ask students what clues helped them decide
how to arrange the strips. Alternatively, give a strip to
each student, ask him or her to memorize it and throw
it away. Then students arrange themselves in correct
order. If this is difficult, play the song to help them.

Vocabulary Association
Vocabulary Association works through word asso-

ciation. Individual words are selected from the song,
and students are asked to list additional words they
associate with them to form word families. This process
helps students remember words in groups rather than
as isolated units.  A variety of formats is possible. Fol-
lowing is a bubble chart:

After students have written in words, ask them to
compare with other groups or as a whole class activity.

Multiple Choice
Multiple Choice asks students to listen to the song

and mark a response. Following are three possible
questions with possible answers: Other questions and
answers are equally possible. The instructions below
are for individual/group/whole class discussion, but
other configurations are also possible (work as a whole
class only, work only in groups, work individually and
report to the class as a whole.)

Instructions: Answer question 1 by checking your
best answer. Then join a group who gave the same
answer. Discuss why your answer is a good one. De-
cide on one  person to give your answer to the whole
class. Then do the same thing for questions 2 and 3.

1. If you heard this song on the radio, would you
a) turn it off?
b)  listen and try to find out the title?
c) buy the record or tape?
d)  leave it on as background music?
e) listen as a way to learn English vocabulary?
f) sing?

2. What does this song make you think about?
a) lunch
b)  driving with a friend
c) the sea
d)  the country
e) an onsen  in the mountains
f) a train
g) high school

3. What color does this song remind you of?
a) blue
b) green
c) red
d)  ~
e) black
f) white

References
Griffee, D. T. (1992). Songs in Action.
London: Prentice Hall.
Lauper,  C. (Singer). (1986). ‘True
Colors” (Cassette Recording No. ORT
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JALT Undercover
Collins COBUILD English Usage. John Sinclair,  et  al . ,
eds. London: HarperCollins,  1992. Pp. 808. ¥3,400  (pa-
perback); ¥4,900  (hardback).

“This Usage Book completes the trio” of products
initiated in 1980 by the COBUILD (Collins Birmingham
University International Language Database) project,
the other two being the Collins COBUILD English Lan-
guage Dictionary (1987) and the Collins COBUILD En-
glish Grammar (1990) (p.  iv), all distributed in Japan by
Shubun International. The project has also put out
learner’s dictionaries and grammars, spin-offs from
the Usage, and English course books following a “lexi-
cal syllabus” (see references).

True to their motto of “helping learners with real
English,” COBUILD publications are grounded in the
Bank of English, a database by now containing around
200 million words of authentic contemporary printed,
written, and spoken text (p.  vi). This database lets
COBUILD base “its authority on actual examples,”
rather than on “English that people invent to illustrate
a point,” which “may be quite misleading” as it “is not
part of their real communication” (p.  v).  “An authori-
tative reference on how English is actually used today,”
the Usage aims “to help learners of English to use
individual words correctly and to choose the right
words and structures for the meaning they want to
convey” (p.  vii).

There are over 2,000 entries (pp. l-808) from “a-an”
to “zero.” Most are for individual words or easily
confused pairs or groups of words; some deal with
ranges of words expressing continua (e.g., “happy-
sad"); others treat various topics (e.g., "Abbreviations,"
“Time”; language functions, e.g., “Agreeing and dis-
agreeing”; or points of grammar, e.g., “Conjunctions,”
“‘-ing’  forms”) (pp. vii-x).

The Usage treats a given topic less comprehensively
but more comparatively than the Dictionary or the
Grammar. Thus, e.g., the Dictionary has (p. 167) an entry
“breast  /brest/,  breasts, breasting, breasted” compris-
ing nine notes with attendant examples and marginal
indications of grammar and synonyms. The first note
defines breast as a countable noun: “A woman’s breasts
are the two soft, round pieces of flesh on a woman’s
chest that can produce milk to feed a baby.” A marginal
note, “=bosom,”  indicates a synonym for this defini-
tion. The Usage entry “breast“ (p.  107) begins with this
same definition (substituting “her” for the second “a
woman’s”) from the Dictionary and proceeds to distin-
guish breasts from bust (“both breasts together,” “es-
pecially when.. talking about their size”) and bosom
(“an old-fashioned or literary word”). The Usage high-
lights distinctions between breast #I  and two of its
synonyms but does not exhaust the uses of any of them.

All these books are user-friendly and informative.
The Dictionary announces that it ‘tends towards a
British variety of English” (p. xx), and this is true for the
whole series. Since British English is foreign to me, I
appreciate the clarity with which functions and usage

are explained, e.g. in “Letter writing” (pp. 355-358)
which notes differences between American and British
conventions. Japanese students seem to use these ma-
terials more productively than most monolingual ref-
erence works. Points are effectively illustrated by au-
thentic examples, including some that mention Japan:

“It is Japan’s third largest city.” (“Comparative
and superlative adjectives,” p. 142);

“... you can say that a particular building is ‘the
tallest building in Tokyo’.” “Hakodate is the oldest
port in Hokkaido.” (“in,” p. 311);

“I was born on Honshu, the main island.” (“on,” p.
471) .

On the other hand, a “warning“ note that could
“draw the learner’s attention to a potential error or area
of confusion” (p. xi) is lacking for many English usage
errors common among Japanese-speakers, e.g. substi-
tuting “wear” for “clothing,” “teach” for “tell,” or
“almost” for “most,” although there are entries for all
those words (pp. 44-45, 134, 410, 694, 697-698, 767)  .

While I use and recommend the COBUILD books,
there are some issues I wish the project would address
in the future. The Dictionary (alone) states policies for
the series: “It tries to avoid British uses which are not
international. Equally, aspects of American, Canadian,
or Australian English which are distinctive to these
regions have been left out, but those which are familiar
to the international community have been recorded”
(p.  xx). "... A guide is given to the pronunciation of
English words using the International Phonetic Alpha-
bet. The accent represented is Received Pronunciation,
or RP for short, which is a special type of Southern
British English” (p.  xii). Who constitutes COBUILD’s
“international community” and how is its “familiarity”
with “regionaI”  uses verified? The Usage claims that
“differences between British and American usage are . . .
clearly indicated” (p. vii) and thanks “Paul Laurent for
checking American usage” (p.  iii), but there are plenty
of things in the Usage which are not part of Americans’
normal linguistic repertoire and yet not marked as
British. The phrase “a clutch of eggs” occurs in the entry
“Groups of things, animals, and people” (p.  281). No
Americans whom I have asked about this use of clutch
( including a long-time keeper of laying hens) were
aware of it at all. (British speakers came up with it, but
uncertainly; it may not really be current in the UK
either.) The entry “bath-bathe” notes differences in
British and American usage, but only gives the RP
pronunciation for bath /bA;T/ (p. 86), not the American
/b9T/. There is no mention of the stricter American
distinction between have as an auxiliary and have as a
verb (requiring do- support) under “Auxiliaries” (pp.
77-78), “do” (pp. 196-197), or “have” (pp. 287-289); the
Grammar, in “‘Yes/no’ -questions,” notes the omission
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of do in questions where have means “possess” as
“slightly formal” (p. 198) but not as more unusual in
America than in Britain or Australia. Other grammars,
e.g. Quirk et al. (1985, pp. 120, 130-132),  locate this
difference in usage with greater geographical preci-
sion. It should have been relatively simple to record
and then analyze the provenance of each entry in the
database, but the American books listed in the “Corpus
Acknowledgments” (pp. xx-xxii) are given in British
editions. British publishers often conform American
usage to their own, not even the lure of “local color”
dissuading them, e.g., from making a California writer’s
novel set in Los Angeles read “tyres” or “labour”
(Koontz, 1990, p. 10 et passim). I once used the term
pinch-hitters metaphorically and found (too late) that
a British editor had “corrected” it to a meaningless
“pitch-hitters” (Grove, 1983, p. 70). The “international
community” may be “unfamiliar” with the baseball
term, which is not in the COBUILD Dictionary, but the
Japanese might not agree that the term belongs only to
such “regions” as the US and Canada; the loan-word
pinchi-hitta appears under another loan-word pinchi
meaning “crisis” in a prominent Japanese-English dic-
tionary (Ichikawa et al., 1983, p. 1067). No one expects
Japanese or Japanese English to be included in English
language reference books, but many native varieties of
English are nearly absent from the database. The main
sources relied on are “The Times and The Sunday
Times . . and data provided by the BBC World Service
and National Public Radio of Washington” (p. xx).
These are sources for models of “good” English, and
the decision to target educated native varieties can be
defended on many practical grounds, but it reduces the
range of registers included in the database.

The COBUILD project should widen its scope to
include and identify a greater range of regional and
social varieties with less censorship at the outset and
more critical treatment of the sources. Meanwhile,
teachers and learners of English can profitably use the
Usage and other existing COBUILD products.

Reviewed by Ron Grove
Intensive English Language Program

Temple University Japan, Tokyo
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The advent of corpus linguistics has made possible the
creation of dictionaries with an ease that would have
made a Johnson, a Webster or a Murray envious. While
these people may have toiled through lonely nights,
the modern lexicographer can now call upon com-
puter technology to create dictionaries to suit all intel-
lectual needs and all pockets (literally and metaphori-
cally). In this case, the BBC English Dictionary (hereaf-
ter the BBC) is a product of the University of Birming-
ham “Bank of English” corpus of 150 million words. In
many ways it shows both the power and limitations of
corpus linguistics.

Readers familiar with Collins COBUILD dictionary
will recognize the close relationship between the two,
for example regarding definitions. The COBUILD origi-
nallyexcited lexicographers (see Stein, 1989) because of
its “analytical” style of defining, reminiscent of some of
the earliest English dictionaries. Looking up the verb
“kill” we find: “When someone or something kills a
person, animal or plant, they cause the person, animal,
or plant to die.” This contrasts with the terser “defini-
tional” style adopted by most learners’ dictionaries
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(“To cause death or cause to die,” Longman’s Dictionary
of Contemporary English, 2nd Ed. (LDOCE2), 1987).
Whether or not learners find the analytical style easier
than the definitional is still uncertain, but at any rate the
BBC uses it.

Also like COBUILD, the pronunciation model of the
BBC represents “the standard accent of British English
that is used by World Service news readers: ‘Received
Pronunciation’ or ‘RP'" (Introduction, p. xxix). Theoverly
complexpronunciationschemeof COBUILD, which had
attracted criticism (McArthur,  1989),  has been simplified
and brought into line with Gimson & Ramsaran’s revi-
sion of Jones’ English Pronouncing Dictionary (14th Ed.,
1988). This means that only the most prominent ex-
amples of differentiation between U.S. and other pro-
nunciations are recorded; consequently, the U.S. pro-
nunciation of a word like “tuition” is not given. Stress is
indicated by the same vowel underlining that was seen
in COBUILD, with the same cautionary words about the
frequent unpredictability of stress in English.

However, the BBC differs from COBUlLD in that the
grammatical explanations contained in the “extra col-
umn” in COBUILD have been conveniently integrated
into the text of the BBC. Also, although the actual
headword list is the same in both, the example sen-
tences in the BBC are often different, and are more
extensive than in COBUILD. The BBC also differs by
having approximately 1,000 encyclopedic entries
(“people, places and events”) whose aim is “to help
with the understanding of current affairs” (Introduc-
tion, p. xiii). The Editor, Professor John Sinclair, asserts
that the dictionary is “really up to date.”

This brings us to the crucial question of who exactly
the BBC is aimed at. For sales purposes the BBC claims
it is aimed at “people around the world who want to
understand and use modern English” (cover blurb).
However, in their Introduction the editors narrow this
considerably: “It has been helpful, in compiling the
book, to think of a regular listener to the BBC World
Service as the kind of user for whom the dictionary is
specially intended.” This continues: “He or she will be
someone with a reasonable standard of English and a
developed skill in listening comprehension, interested
in world affairs and in the perspectives given by people
from different cultures-something of a citizen of the
world” (p.  xiii).

Unfortunately, this “citizen of the world” label is a
nebulous one, and leaves the BBC struggling for an
identity:Ll dictionary? (No: I’d buy the COD); Learner’s
dictionary? (Nothing like the help offered in OALD or
LDOCE2);  Dictionary of current affairs? (No entries for
GATT, UNESCO, Yasser Arafat, or Pol Pot); Encyclo-
pedic Dictionary? (No Hirohito, Hitler, Stalin or Nazi).
Consequently, it is extremely difficult to see who would
buy it in preference to the standard works of those
types. In trying to be everything to everybody it may
have succeeded in pleasing no one.

Reviewed by Malcolm Benson
Hiroshima Shudo University.
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Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary: Encyclope-
dic Edition. Jonathan Crowther, ed. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1992. Pp. 1081. ¥8,500 (hardback).

Much of what was written by Einwaechter and Kubo in
their January ‘92 review of the 4th edition of OALD in
The Language Teacher still applies to this new encyclope-
dic edition. The new OALD also includes and warns of
taboo words, comes with a small Guide to Using the
Dictionary in Japanese, contains 20 pages of appendi-
ces, and points out differences between British and
American equivalents in spelling and pronunciation,
as well as U.S. synonyms of British words.

So what’s new? Due to the additional vocabulary
(total: 27,000 entries), increased number of illustra-
tions, and over 4,500 encyclopedic entries, the new
OALD now weighs in at 3 kg (on an inaccurate scale)
and measures 23 cm x 27.5 cm x 5 cm. Of particular
interest to this reviewer are the 200 usage notes that
help the user distinguish meanings of semantically
related words and clarify points of grammar. A handy
list included in the front of the dictionary.

Additional lists of Articles and Mini-Notes, found
throughout the dictionary, represent much of what else
is new about OALD.  The 94 articles on topics ranging
from “accent and dialect,” “greeting cards,” and “youth
movements” are included to inform the user about vari-
ous aspects of British life and institutions and also often
contain reference to life in the U.S. The 79 mini-notes
comprise short paragraphs on the special connotations
their referring entries have for native English speakers.
The bias is again towards British usage as the mini-note
on moustache exemplifies: “Certain types of moustache
have had distinctive associations in Britain.. . .“

Of special note are the 590 illustrations the dictionary
contains. These include photographs (e.g., “Allen,
Woody”), drawings (e.g., “bonsai”), diagrams (e.g.,
“car”), and maps for every country in the world.

The major drawback to using OALD is that head words
are not syllabified. The writer or typist who wishes to
learn or confirm where a word of more than one syllable
should be divided will not find the answer here. That
may be just as well since the size and weight of this
dictionary prohibit its use for a quick referral on some-
thing like word division. It has clearly been designed and
compiled for serious students of English at the advanced
level who desire more than the usual dictionary offers.
This new encyclopedic edition certainly delivers.

Reviewed by Kathleen S. Foley
Aoyama Gakuin Women’s Junior College
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Oxford Learner's  Pocket Dictionary with Illustra-
tions. Oxford University Press, 1992. Pp. 523. ¥900.

While serving a sentence in prison for burglary, Malcolm
X realized that his reading and writing skills were far
from adequate. “I saw that the best thing I could do was
get hold of a dictionary-to study, to learn some words”
(1964, p. 172). To read about the zeal and determination
with which Malcolm X doggedly copied each entry into
a notebook and how his devotion to learning would
lead him to become one of the most provocative and
dynamic speakers of his time is to gain a deeper appre-
ciation for the importance and power of words. His
story also illustrates the importance of small begin-
nings. The Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary, though
certainly a lightweight in breadth and depth, has its
commendable features.

First, it is brief. With just over 26,000 words and
phrases, it is small and compact. This can be a life-saver
for students who need to carry a dictionary throughout
the day. Second, the definitions are concise and care-
fully worded so as to be easily understood by the
intermediate learner of English. Third, the publishers
wisely included numerous example sentences and
phrases to help the learner use the word properly.
Fourth, this pocket edition contains all of the standard
features of more extensive dictionaries: a key to the
phonetic symbols, grammatical information, symbols
indicating whether an entry is formal or informal,
countable or uncountable, typically British or Ameri-
can. Happily, it also notes whether the entry is femi-
nine, derogatory or taboo.

There is only one fundamental reservation one might
have in commending this dictionary: it is only suitable
for intermediate learners of the English language and it
is by no means a substitute for a more comprehensive
dictionary. Having said that, it is noteworthy that
millionsof learners--both  nativeand nonnative-have
benefited immeasurably by expanding their command
of words. As one student of the English language
stated, “I suppose it was inevitable that as my word-
base broadened, I could for the first time pick up a book
and read and now begin to understand what the book
was saying. Anyone who has read a great deal can
imagine the new world that opened” (X,  M & Haley,
1964, pp. 172-173).

Reviewed by Rand J.K. Uehara
The International University of Japan
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Teaching English in Japan. Jerry O’Sullivan. In Print
Publishing, Ltd, 1992. Pp. 227.

Teaching English in Japan  is arranged into three sections. The
first, which deals with how to find a teaching job, is some
what cursory  in its approach. It sets the scene well enough
but does not go veyond this. More detail concerning both the
various establishments that hire foreign teachers and the
everyday practicalities of actually getting out on the streets
and lookingfor work would have been welcome.

The second section is concerned with living in Japan. The
information presented here is interesting, lucid and highly
readable, and has been gauged at a suitable level of detail.
The text is regularly broken into subheadings and does  not
suffer from the same kind of verbosity as its most obvious
competitor, the perennial but dated classic, Jobs  in Japan
(Wharton, 1991).  It has been written in such a way that it can
be dipped into at any time to extract useful, self-contained
nuggets of information and as such puts many dedicated
living guides to shame.

The third section, which goes some depth into the
practicalities of teaching English, is accessible, well ex-
plained and surprisingly enjoyable to read. Its great
strength is that it is entirely geared towards addressing
the particular needs of the Japanese. At about a hundred
pages, it is the meat of the book and by itself amounts to
nothing less than a self-contained teaching manual.

The section kicks off with a well written account of
the Japanese educational system and how it churns out
adult students who are generally very poor language
learners. The author then presents us with a break-
down of a skeleton lesson, from presenting the target
language to inducing the students to practise it.

O’Sullivan quite correctly emphasises the impor-
tance both of minimising teacher talking time and of
conveying instructions to the students effectively. Fur-
thermore, he gives due prominence to the exploitation
of closed pair-work as an effective communicative tool
and nicely introduces the idea of asking concept ques-
tions as a means of checking student comprehension,
although a greater range of examples could have been
cited with benefit. The issue of correcting mistakes is
handled with sensitivity and includes a paragraph on
the useful technique of finger correcting. Pronuncia-
tion is well covered but the important area of intona-
tion is only given scant treatment.

The chapter on the specific problems Japanese stu-
dents have is very good: it highlights language they
commonly underuse, overuse and confuse, and sug-
gests appropriate remedies in every case. Written to the
same high standard is the chapter on teaching gram-
mar and functions, essentially a lucid distillate of the
more commonly addressed language items to be found
in a dedicated but typically unreadable grammar book.
Given the intimidating level of grammatical knowl-
edge that Japanese students frequently demonstrate,
this chapter can only serve as a confidence booster to
the language teacher whose understanding of gram-
mar is based more on instinct than analysis.
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Less encouraging is the author’s failure to place
enough emphasis on the important technique of elicit-
ing the target language from the students as opposed to
presenting it per se. Such an oversight beliesthe fact that
many Japanese students often possess an impressive
passive vocabulary. On the point of practising the new
language, the author seems content to present his read-
ers with a fairly crude framework within which to
operate; introducing and detailing the concept of start-
ing with controlled practice and finishing with free
practice might have been more appropriate.

In short, the book’s strengths are its excellent living
and teaching sections. At worst it’s an interesting and
enjoyable read; at best it provides a lot of useful teach-
ing advice for those new to the Japanese teaching
environment. Recommended.

Reviewed b Glen Burden
Ch uo University
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The following items are available for review by JALT
members. An asterisk indicates first notice. An excla-
mation mark indicates third and final notice. All final-
notice items will be discarded after August 31. Contact:
Publishers’ Review Copies Liaison (address p. 2).
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London: HarperCollins  Publishers Ltd.
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library: video, text, teachers manual). Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Regents/Prentice Hall.

*Maurice, K. (1992). Focus on business (ABC news ESL video library:
video, text, teacher’s manual). Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Regents/
Prentice Hall.
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FOR TEACHERS
Ashworth, M. (1992). The first step on the longer path: Becoming an ESL

teacher (for K-12). Markham, Ontario: Pippin Publishing Ltd.
Green, J. (1993). The word wall: Teaching vocabulary through immersion
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(TESOL 93, cont’d from p. 33.)

Interest Section Council Meeting
The Affiliate Council and Interest Section Council

were created as parallel structures. Yonezawa attended
the Interest Section Council Meeting from JALT and
reports that Anita Wenden petitioned a new Interest
Section on “Special Education: Global, Environmental
and Peace Education." Wenden cited JALT’s N-SIG
on Global Issues. It was, however, voted down.
Yonezawa maintains that JALT’s unprecedented N-
SIG on Global Issues should play a leading role in
promoting “Global Issues in TESOL.”

Affiliate Journal Editors’ Workshop
“Getting Published: Demystifying the Process,” one

of the two Affiliate Journal Editors’ Workshops, was
attended by Yoshitake on behalf of Malcom Benson
and Charles Wordell. The meeting was presided by
Elliot Judd and Sandra Silberstein. After David Bensler,
the editor of The Modern Language Journal elaborated on
the nine steps for preparing manuscripts, the editors
present were to stand by the tables along the walls and
answer questions about their journals. Comparative
information on twenty-four publications, including
the JALT  Journal was distributed to all participants.

Legislative Assembly
All JALT reps attended the Legislative Assembly.

Yoshitake was elected as a member of the Nominating
Committee from the affiliates. The election was followed
by reports from TESOL Executive Board members. A
statement of revenues and expenses was distributed
New business included amendments to the constitution
and by-laws. After content resolutions and courtesy
resolutions were passed, newly elected members of the
TESOL Executive Board were officially installed. Finally,
Beth Witt, the Second Vice-President, invited members
to TESOL 94 that will take place in Baltimore, March 8-12,
1994. The upcoming TESOL Summer Institute will be
held in San Bernardino, California.

Yoshitake wants to thank David McMurray, Don
Modesto, Masaki Oda and Junko Fujio  for their sup-
port. She is also grateful to Kelly Ann Rambis and
Shuichi Yonezawafor their input which helped consid-
erably in compiling this report.

Reported by Sonia Yoshitake
International Christian University
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Chapter Reports
FUKUI

Team Teaching from the Perspective of

Intercu ltura l  Communicat ion

by Machiko Mori

One of the objectives of the JET Programme is to further
internationalisationatthelocallevel.Onewaytoachieve
this goal is through team teaching between foreign
AETs  and Japanese teachers of English. Yet, as anyone
who has participated in team teaching knows, it is a
very demanding cross-cultural endeavour.

In April, Machiko Mori, an English teacher at
Shigaoka S.H.S., gave an interesting presentation about
her approach to team teaching. Far from being an
idiosyncratic method that would be difficult to dupli-
cate elsewhere, hers is a sound, exemplary language
programme founded on the pursuit of two interlocking
goals: (1) the development of students’ competence in
EFL; and (2) the development of JTEs’, AETs’, and
students’ intercultural awareness and competence. As
evidenced from the substance of her lecture and video
presentation, Mori and her colleagues and students
have done much to achieve these goals. One hopes that
the ministries in charge of the JET Programme are able
to learn from the insights of teachers like Mori.

Reported by Charles Jannuzi

FUKUOKA

Grammatica l ly  Competent ,

Communicat ively  Confused

by David Fischer

David Fischer began his presentation in May by pointing
out that grammar does not have to be boring and that
teachers should, when teaching grammar, consider a vari-
ety of activities. He pointed out that grammar can be viewed
as a matter of facts, patterns, or communicate choices. An
example of a communicative choice involving grammar is
the difference between a statement such as “She always
loses her keys.” and “She is always losing her keys.” When
dealing with such statements, students should not be be bound
by a set of inflexible rules.

Two approaches to grammar were discussed: giving and
guiding. An example of 'giving' would be stating an explicit
rule, then asking students to adhere to it. An example of
‘guiding’ would be to let students figure out a specific
pattern inductively through a series of creative exercises.
Fischer noted that both approachescan be valid, depending
the situation and objectives in which one is placed.

Next Fischer considered some of the criteria for
successful grammar tasks. He pointed out that tasks
must be interesting, specific, and with a clear begin-
ningand end. We then experimented with several tasks
from commercial texts. Used appropriately, the activi-
ties in many texts can help students become both
grammatically and communicatively competent.

Reported by Rob Duncan

KYOTO

How Video and E-Mal l  Can Make

Your  C lasses More Excit ing

by Shingo  Matsumiya and Yoko Takagi

At our May meeting Shingo  Matsumiya demonstrated
how his high school uses a multimedia approach to
increase motivation and to make language learning
come more alive for both teachers and students. He
explained how students in his class use various tele-
communications devices.

After providing a brief description of her company,
Yoko Takagi offered a demonstration in which we
spoke with educators in the USA, Thailand, Slovakia,
New Zealand, and Tokyo. Details regarding how to
implement a telecommunications program in the class-
room were then considered.

Reported by Ritsuko T. Wolf

MATSUYAMA

Evaluat ive Criteria

for Smal l  Group D iscussion

by Kelly Ann Rambis

Forty members attended a lively presentation by Kelly
Ann Rambis on May 15. The speaker noted that small
group discussions offer students a chance to practice
speaking a foreign language to communicate, rather
than merely focus on grammar and vocabulary. To
grade her students’ oral proficiency consistently and
accurately, Rambis designed a matrix with five catego-
ries: grammar/lexicon, communicative functions, use
of phrases, relevant content, and involvement.

Rambis then showed us how her students progress
through a semester. At the beginning of the year, her
small group discussions are tightly controlled. As stu-
dents gain confidence with vocabulary and phrases
and acquire a communication style, they gain control of
the discussion and the teacher assigns open tasks.

After evaluating a small group discussion, Rambis
gives each student a grading criteria form so that they
will become aware of their own progress, strengths,
and weaknesses. She pointed out that it takes practice
on the teacher’s part to become a keen listener and
observer when evaluating. She concluded her presen-
tation by offering us concrete examples from her own
classes.

Reported by Danielle McMurray

MORIOKA

A Couple  of  Winners .  .  .  P lus !

by John Daly

In May John Daly introduced several innovative ideas
for working with junior college students. He started by
demonstrating an activity in which strips of paper with
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Chapter Reports

one or two sentences were passed out to students. Each
student then memorized the information on the paper
and exchanged it with other students. After this, hand-
outs with false statements were passed out. The stu-
dents used the information gleaned from their peers to
correct the handouts. Daly then demonstrated how this
sort of activity can be used for self introductions or
simple directions. He also briefly touched upon a num-
ber of student centered reading, writing, speaking, and
listening activities.

Reported by Ellen Junko Sadao

N I I G A T A

Classroom-Based Language Testing
by J.D. Brown

J.D. Brown opened the April session with an insightful
presentation on pre-testing language students. Brown
demonstrated that many times as teachers we either
underestimate or overestimate the abilities of our stu-
dents. Testing the students at the beginning of the term
will help us learn what we need to teach our students.

Brown also shared many of his experiences from
teaching in China. He exhorted us to teach real-life,
communicative English skills to our students.

Reported by Gregory Hadley

OKINAWA

How to Teach Debate in the Classroom
by Lyle Allison

At our April meeting student debates were featured in
this second presentation by Lyle Allison about teach-
ing debate in the classroom. Allison began by discuss-
ing a variety of predebate activities. These included a
short explanation of the debate process, a description
of formal language structures, and practice with cross
examining an opponent. Some of Allison’s students
then demonstrated their rhetorical skills and answered
questions from the audience. Finally, we formed teams,
chose topics, and stated the first steps towards prepar-
ing our own debates.

Reported by Jane Sutter

O M I Y A

Materials and Ideas from
Japanese Stationery Shops

by Nanci  Graves & Sheila Hones

A reading activity can be developed from window
envelopes. Students can use sequin colored shapes as
prompts for an original story. One can use mimeo-
graph tape to correct written work without marking
up a student’s paper. These are just three of the many
uses of stationery items that came out of this presenta-
tion in May.

Graves and Hones opened the presentation with a
brief rationale for using stationery items. They noted
that such items can help make classes more student-
centered and encourage creative thinking.

For the remainder of the program, the presenters
shared their ideas on the uses of stationery items.
Participants were then placed in groups to brainstorm
possible uses of stationery items. As the program pro-
gressed, it became clear to the participants that they
were doing more than simply brainstorming uses for
stationery items. They were also coming up with new
ideas for classroom activities and discovering more
about their own and their colleagues’ teaching situa-
tions. Participants left with a price list of stationary
items, some new uses for those materials, and some
fresh insights into teaching.

Reported by Michael Sorey

OSAKA

“Juken Eigo”
by Kazunori Uekawa

At the April meeting, Kazunori Uekawa described
English education in Japan as part of a human engi-
neering process imposed by power-holders. Uekawa
noted that English education in Japan does not encour-
age an international perspective. It is simply one of
many subjects used as fodder in the college admission
process. As a result, the English taught in schools is
excessively complex and mechanical. In most classes,
one question always leads to one answer and there is
undue focus on grammatical forms. Proficiency in dis-
cussion and essay writing, not to mention basic conver-
sational skills, is not fostered by Juken Eigo. Uekawa
suggested that the most serious impact of Juken Eigo
was that it enhances passive learning: students become
docile drones rather than creative language users.

Some participants, discontent with the lecturer’s at-
titude toward Japanese education, argued that teach-
ers should focus on making the best of the system -
which appears unlikely to change. Uekawa concluded
by considering ways that teachers might adopt to the
rigorous demands of the Japanese educational system.

Reported by Yoshihisa Onishi

SHIZUOKA

BARNGA : A Cross-Cultural Simulation
G a m e

by Sarah Gitter

Sarah Gitter opened our May meeting with a brief
introduction to the theories underlying cross-cultural
training. She pointed out that simulations provide the
participants with a model within which they can prac-
tice in a safe and fun manner, while at the same time
reflecting aspects of the ‘real’ world which may be of
concern. Simulations may be used to explore global
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issues such as racism and attitudes towards develop-
ment and assistance and personal issues such as one’s
own experiences of other cultures in addition to aspects
of language. Gitter stressed that in a simulation there is
little or no formal teaching, but that learning is experien-
tial. BARNGA isacross-cultural simulation, used around
the world since its inception in 1984. It would be a shame
to let the cat out of the bag’ by discussing the content and
procedures of the game. It is sufficient to say that the
players in Shizuoka had an enjoyable and worthwhile
experience, as was revealed by the lengthy and lively
discussion which followed the simulation.

presented. Flaman then introduced the idea of “giving
our students air,” a mnemonic metaphor representing
“association,” “interest,” and “repetition.” He stressed
the importance of these features in teaching.

Reported by Stewart Hartley

In the last half of the presentation we saw how the
recency and primacy effects work: the beginning and
endings of lessons are the most likely parts that are
remembered. The middle of the lesson, where the real
content of our lessons might lie, is often forgotten. Flaman
recommends turning one ninety minute lesson into three
mini-lessons, to take advantage of the recency and pri-
macy effects. He also cited research about forgetting
which suggests the value of review at regular intervals.

TOKUSHIMA

Activ it ies  in  the ESL  C lassroom

During this presentation we learned many ways in
which we could improve our teaching by paying atten-
tion to the role of memory in language learning.

Reported by Jim Johnson
by Donald Wade Sturge

Don Sturge started our May meeting by having the
participants write their expectations of an ESL class
and three options that they wanted to talk about during
this class. Not surprisingly, everyone expected that
there would be some oral component to the class.
Sturge pointed out that if you are going to have a
conversation class, you need to have something to talk
about, and that as a group the class can select a topic
from the participants’ written suggestions.

YOKOHAMA

Motivat ing  Japanese Students

From this point on, he focused on concrete ideas for
teaching English in the classroom. He presented vari-
ous ideas and activities that he has used successfully.
He also made a very important point: the most benefi-
cial activities were suggested by experienced teachers.

Some of the activities included were: (1) using pair
work in which one person finds out information about
another and then introduces that person to theclass; (2)
story telling; (3) talking about household items; (4)
repeating a well known story in groups; (5) writing
postcards to friends; (6) making posters which describe
a process or system; (7) video projects; and even (8)
grammar activities, such as using verbs in a conversa-
tional context.

In May Jeff Winchester demonstrated a variety of tech-
niques to help students construct their own English
dialogues and stay motivated. Winchester first de-
scribed the types of students one is likely to encounter
in class. He then considered the question of how to
motivate students exhibiting a variety of goals and
classroom behaviors. One solution he proposed is to
use dialogues.

The pros and cons of using dialogues were then
considered. Although dialogues can offer a chance to
reinforce “correct” language patterns, many dialogues
are stilted and artificial. Winchester stressed that stu-
dent-generated dialogues can motivate students and
encourage them to participate more actively in class.

Sturge’s animated explanations and demonstrations
were very suggestive and useful.

Reported by Jeff Hollar

UTSUNOMIYA

The procedure for dialogue use was then described.
Winchester recommends that teachers start by announc-
ing a fictional situation. After this,  details are elicited
and students attempt to create roles. After students
generates a tentative dialogue, the teacher then ad-
vises, corrects, and modifies the utterances they have
created. The students record this into a lesson log book
and practise  it. This process enables students to create
their own materials. It is not only valuable for learning
a foreign language, but also an enjoyable activity.

Language Teaching and Memory: A User’s
Guide

by Will Flaman

In May Will Flaman began the presentation by getting
us to exercise our memories a little: we learned to say a
short sentence in Chinese. After this experimental in-
troduction to memory, he introduced a basic model of
how human memory works. Some facts about human
memory, such as how neurons are thought to operate
and the staggering capacity of our memories, were

Please note that we have a new
Chapter Reports and Chapter
Announcements Editor, Tim
Newfields.
Please send our reports and an-
nouncemen s to him  from thist
month.
(Address on p. 2.)

by Jeff Winchester

Reported by Howard Doyle
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Of National SIGnificance
Call Conference, Nagoya, Sept. 14-15

The first National Conference on Computersand Com-
position will take place at Kinjo  Gakuin University,
Nagoya, from September 14th to 15th,  co-sponsored by
JALT Nagoya and JALT CALL N-SIG. The conference
includes research reports, demonstrations, both full-
length and mini-workshops plus presentations and
displays, some in English and some in Japanese. The
conference will be useful not only for the computer
buff, but also for the complete novice looking for hands-
on experience, catering for Mac, IBM, NEC and Fujitsu
hard and software.

The purpose of the conference is to explore relation-
ships among curricula, composition theories, peda-
gogy, hardware and software, plus the student and
teacher in the classroom. It will provide teachers who
have had little or no experience using computers in
their classes, but who are interested in using them for
composition, an entrance into the world of computers.
Additionally, this event will offer a forum for research
into the efficacy of and future paths for computer-
assisted composition.

A wide range of sessions is anticipated. The first day
is tentatively scheduled for presentations and work-
shops from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. with a reception to be held
immediately thereafter. Day 2 follows the same time
frame but with workshops and demonstrations only.
While topics to be addressed are still being confirmed,
it is hoped that they will include: theories of writing
and Computer Assisted Writing: starting computer-
assisted writing programs: word processors: authoring:
and, evaluation. Registration for both days is ¥7,000, or
¥5,000 by August 24. Payment is by postal transfer to
PO account Nagoya 7-128583 under the name ‘CCC’,
after which detailed information will be sent, or on-site.

N-SIG Publications
In an age of desktop publishing, everyopportunityfor
increasing the amount of information being dissemi-
nated among JALT members is being taken by the N-
SIGs.  Last year, Video N-SIG produced a combined
50 pp Bilingual Teacher Training Videotape Directory
which they should have available again at the JALT
international conference in Autumn. The Global Is-
sues in Language Education NSIG has not only cre-
ated related song and video directories, but is also
planning to collect ideas for a Global Issues Activity
Book. An annotated bibliography on Global Educa-
tion Resources also appeared in the May 1993 The
Language Teacher.

JALT’s N-SlGs are also involved in major publishing
projects. For example, Team Teaching N-SIG’s 250 pp
book, Studies in Team Teaching, to be published by
Kenkyusha in early 1994, contains sixteen chaptersand
includes contributors from both Japan and abroad. It
will  also incorporate several studies that relate to the
other N-SlGs, such as Materials Writers, Japanese as a
Second Language and Teacher Education.

The staple publication of the NSlGs  is the newslet-
ter. While groups cannot afford professional produc-
tion, countless hours of voluntary work compensate
for this by ensuring a content that has even received
plaudits from abroad. The summer crop of issues
includes Team Teaching, with special items on class-
room communication, dyslexia, conversation and world
development. College and University Educators’ sec-
ond issue of ‘On CUE’ carries a report on the chair’s
visit to the Monbusho, advice about e-mail, informa-
tion on EFL/ESL studies and distance learning etc.
Bilingual Japan’ announces a second TLT special on
Bilingualism for 1995 and recalls the first in 1987. This
takes the number of N-SIG related TLT  Specials pro-
duced or planned to over ten. Other groups’ newslet-
ters will be the feature of future issues of this column
after they become available.

N-SIG Conference Proceedings
The first joint group publication appeared in May 1992
as a TLT N-SIG Special. Since that time, there have been
many developments within the N-SlGs, so another
joint venture is called for. 1993 brought with it a third
annual N-SIG symposium with over 20 N-SIG related
presentations, held in conjunction with the Kobe JALT
May conference, ‘Mirror on the Classroom’. Calls for
the publication of conference proceedings are being
increasingly heard among JALT members and while
the N-SlGs lack the finances needed to produce them,
they have more than enough will to try. Accordingly,
coordinators have agreed to somehow support pro-
duction of the N-SIG conference proceedings for distri-
bution at JALT 93 this October, for the benefit of the
many JALT members who want to know in detail the
full picture of events but could not actually attend.

Plenary Speaker, Dr. Rod Ellis, will be interviewed
by Video N-SIG to commemorate this inaugural publi-
cation of the N-SIG proceedings. Dr. Ellis, who was
interviewed earlier this year in ELT Journal, gives his
thoughts on the conference theme as well as on the
National Special Interest Groups. Professor of Applied
Linguistics and TESOL Program Director at Temple
University, Tokyo, Dr. Ellis was also recently inter-
viewed by The Japan Times, as ‘an outstanding leader in
his f ield’ .

While some N-SIG presenters had already commit-
ted studies arising out of their Kobe presentations to
The Language Teacher, nearly twenty of the speakers
there will be developing their reflections on reflective
teaching and learning into substantial articles, both
theoretical and practical in nature. Thanks go in par-
ticular to Materials Writers NSIG whose initiative it
was to bring about this publication, and who took on
the volunteer task of production. In recognition of a
joint effort, N-SlGs offer group profiles under a single
cover for the first time.

-2%+--e
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Of National SIGnificance

Relations with other groups and
JALT

The N-SIGs  are becoming one of JALT’s standard bear-
ers in creating and developing relations with other
organizations. Within Japan, links with Monbusho,
AJET, Japanese teaching organizations and so on have
been forged by the JSL, Team Teaching and other N-
SIGs. Call N-SIG is in the process of creating links with
Japanese ‘gakkai’  like the LLA (the Language Labora-
tory Association) in order to enhance programs and
open the way for new publication ventures.

Abroad, the N-SIGs are no less active. The Global
Issues in Language Education N-SIG is regarded as
something of a global leader in its own right by Ameri-
can and European counterpart language organizations,
and cooperation is sought on such projects as the
activity book mentioned above by TESOL, who also
cooperated with Video N-SIG's Teacher Training Video
Directory. Reports from both IATEFL and TESOL
representatives recently indicated the tremendous
mutual interest manifesting itself in the exchange of
specialist newsletters, administrative expertise and the
appearance of articles by JALT N-SIG members in
those organizations’ mainline publications.

JALT’s N-SIG C OORDINATORS

Bilingualism: Steve McCarty, 3717-33  Nii, Kokubunji, Kagawa
769-01; tel 0877-49-5500;  fax -5252

CALL: Kazunori Nozawa, Toyohashi University of Technol-
ogy, 1-1 Hibarigaoka, Tempaku, Toyohashi 141; tel 0532-
48-0111; fax -8565. E-Mail  IDs:  HD CO1602 (NIFTYserve);
HTG25470 (PC-VAN)

College/Univ. Ed.: Gillian Kay, Toyama Ikayakka University,
2630 Sugitani, Toyama 930-01; tel 0764-34-2281; fax 4656

Global Issues in Lang. Ed.: Kip Cates, Tottori University,
Koyama, Tottori  680; tel 0857-28-0321;  fax -3845

JSL: Hiroko Takahashi, 2-S-20 Kunimi, Aoba-ku, Sendai 981;
teI/fax  (h)  022-274-3134

Materials Writers: James Swan, Aoyama 8-122, Nara 630; tel
(h)  0742-26-3498;  fax 41-0650

Team Teaching: Anthony Cominos,  1112 Sunvale  Asagirioka,
Higashino l-5, Akashi, Hyogo 673; tel/fax  (h)  078-914-0052

Video: Donna Tatsuki, 2-19-18 Danjo-cho,  Nishinomiya,
Hyogo 673; tel 0798-51-8242;  fax -1988

Teacher Ed.: Jan Visscher, 3-17-14 Sumiyoshi, Higashi-machi,
Higashi-nada, Kobe 658; tel (h)  078-822-6786

N-SIG IN THE M AKING

English for Academic Purposes: Suzanne Ledeboer, g-6-203
Parkside  YNY, Nakajima-cho, Naka-ku, Hiroshima 730; tel
(h)  082-541-2814; fax 249-2321

JALT NAGOYA CHAPTER AND JALT CALL N-SIG

Kinjo Gakuin University, Nagoya, Japan
September 14-15, 1993

- For People Who Have Had No Experience With Computers But Are Interested
In Learning How lo Use Them

- For People Experienced With Computers Who are Interested  in Composifion
Applications

-For People at Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced Computer Levels
(Macintosh, IBM,  NEC, Fujitsu)

Table of Conference Fees
Pre-Conference Registration (Deadline: Augus t  24 ,  1993)

Two Days One Day
JALT/LLA  Members ¥5,000 ¥3,000
Non Members ¥6,000 ¥3,500

Reg is t ra t ion  A f te r  Augus t  24
Two Days One Day

JALT/LLA  Members ¥7,000 ¥4,000
Non Members ¥8,000 ¥5,000

Payment  can be made on ly  by  posta l  t ransfer  to  the posta l  account  Nagoya 7-128583.  The
account  is  under  the name CCC (Conference on Computers  and Composi t ion) .  More deta i led
conference in fo rmat ion  w i l l  then  be  sent  to  you.  You can a lso  pay  on-s i te  a t  Kinjo  Gaku in
Univers i ty  on the conference days.  For  More In format ion Contact :  David Kluge,
Kinjo  Gakuin University, 2-1723 Omori,  Moriyama-ku, Nagoya 463 Fax: (052)799-2089.

The Language Teacher XVII: 8
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Please  send  a l l  announcements  fo r  th i s
co lumn to  T im Newf ie lds  (see  p .  2 ) .  The
announcement  shou ld  fo l low the  s ty le  and
format of other announcements in this col-
umn. It must be received by the 25th of the
month two months before the month of
pub l i ca t i on .

AKITA
In fo : Tomoko Nishiyama, 0188-86-

5525 or  4218

CHIBA
No meet ing  p lanned for  August !
September  meet ing:
Topic: JALT Chiba Chapter Confer-

ence  on  Language Tes t ing
Spkrs: Various presenters
Date: September 11
Place: Kanda University of Interna-

t iona l  S tud ies ,  Ch iba
In fo : Paul Gruba,  Tel:043-273-1233;

Fax: 043-272-I 777

FUKUI
In fo : Takako Watanabe, 0776-34-

8 3 3 4
Paul  Roving,  0776-21-0577

FUKUOKA
No meet ing  in  Augus t !
September  meet ing:
Topic: 1993 JALT Regional Confer-

ence: A Matsuyama, Fukuoka,
Hi rosh ima jo in t  venture

Date: September 5
Place: See Matsuyama’s Chapter An-

nouncementforsiteandfeeinfo.
In fo : Lesley Koustaff, 092-714-7717
The Fukuoka JALT committee is inter-
ested in hearing from anyone who is
interestedingoing to  Matsuyama.  Group
discounts are available, so the more
peop le  that go, the  cheaper  i t  w i l l  be .  We
wi l l  be leav ing on Saturday,  September
4, so please contact Dennis Woolbright
(093-561-2631)  to arrange meeting
places. We look forward to seeing you
for  a  fun- f i l led ,  in format ive weekend.

FUKUSHIMA (Petitioning chapter)
In fo : Gary Spry, 0249-23-6950

GUNMA
In fo : Leo Yof fe ,  0273-25-7290

HAMAMATSU
In fo : Brendan Lyons,  053-454-4649

Mami Yamamoto,  0538853806

Meetings
HIMEJI
In fo : Yasutoshi Kaneda, 0792-89-

0 8 5 5

HIROSHIMA
No meet ing  in  Augus t !
September  meet ing:
Southwest Regional Conference
Matsuyama, September 5. No local
meet ing .
October: International Conference
Omiya,  October  9-11.  No loca l  meet ing.
In fo : Ruth Maschmeier, 082-878-

8111 (w); 082-872-1779 (h)

HOKKAIDO
In fo : Ken Hartmann.  01 l -584-7588

IBARAKI
In fo : Mart in E.  Pauly,  0298-58-9523

KAGAWA
In fo : Harumi Yamashita, 0878-67-

4 3 6 2

KAGOSHIMA
In fo : A. Barbara O’Donohue, 0992-

5 3 - 2 6 7 7
Carl Mantzel,  0995-43-1344

KANAZAWA
No August  meet ing !

In fo : Nei l  Hargreaves,  0762-80-3448
Mi k iko Oshigami,  0764-29-5890

KOBE
In fo : Fran Kirkham,  078-882-2596

KYOTO
In fo : Kyoko Nozaki, 075-71 l-3972

Michael  Wol f ,  0775-65-8847

MATSUYAMA
There will be no meeting in August so
that  Matsuyama Chapter  can prepare to
inv i te  you  to  i t s  most  exc i t ing  event  th is
year.
T o p i c : JALT Southwest  Reg iona l  Con-

ference
Methods and Materials-Help
Yourself
Sponsored by JALT national and
Tokyo and organized with
Fukuoka and Hiroshima Chap-
ters

Spkrs: Sen Nishiyama: Simul
Anni  Hawkinson: School Inter-
na t iona l  T ra in ing
Don Maybin:  LIOJ
Richard Smith: Tokyo Univer-
sity Foreign Studies
And 16 more top speakers f rom
N-SIGs.  Chapters, Associate
Members, and Universities.

Date:
T i m e :
P lace :

Date:
T i m e :
P lace :

F e e :

In fo :

Saturday, September 4
5:00-9:00
Tsukasa View Hotel, Dogo

Sunday, September 5
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Ehime Women’s  Cent re
(Ehimeken Josei  Sougou Centre)
Pre-registeredmembers: ¥1 000
(before August 15)
JALT souvenir cup: ¥500  (lim-
i ted number  ava i lab le)
Danielle McMurray,  Tel/Fax:
0899-31-9561; Handbook P.R.
Kevin Martin, Tel: 0899-34-
7583; Registration

Pre-registration forms:
P.O. Box 35, JALT
Matsuyama G.P.0..  Eh ime 790

Jo in  us  Saturday a f ternoon a t  t rad i t iona l
Dogo  hot spring followed by a pan-
oramic sunset view of the Seto Inland
Sea wh i le  d in ing ,  sw imming  and  l i s ten -
i ng  to  l i ve  mus ic .

Plenary speaker Sen Nishiyama will
explain how the natural sequence of
informationexpressedin Japanese con-
trasts with that expressed in English.

Three featured speakers will explain
how Eng l i sh  and  Japanese learners  can
help themselves to learn. Sixteen N-
SIG, AM and other invited speakers
complete the conference with helpful
topics and materials to assist indepen-
dent learners.

MORIOKA
In fo : lzumi  Suzuki, 0196-37-5469

NAGANO
In fo : Richard Uehara,  0262-86-4441

NAGASAKI
No August  meet ing !
In fo : Brian Moss, 0958-20-5713

Satoru Nagai, 0958-44-1697

NAGOYA
No meet ing  in  Augus t !
However, do remember the National
Conference on Computers and Compo-
sition on September 14 &  15 at Kinjo
Gakuin University in Nagoya. Plan to
at tend!  Sponsored by  JALT Nagoya and
JALT CALL N-SIG, it will offer talks,
demonstrationsandworkshops: Hands-
on oppor tun i t ies  in  computers  and com-
puter-assisted composition training. All
o f  the  major  sys tems wi l l  be  on  d isp lay ,
and all levels of computer familiarity
from beginner to advanced will be ac-
c o m m o d a t e d .

(Meetings, cont’d on p. 67.)
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

THE ART OF TEACHING ESL
The latest ESL methods and ‘Techniques. . l

Leader’s Guide 80  pages

0 Manual for effectively facilitating ESL training
0 Assists teachers in creating exciting lessons

V i d e o  90 Min.
l 9  video segments of actual classroom demonstrations
l Real  students actively engaged in ESL with  mainstream students
l Lessons that make ESL techniques come  alive

Participant’s Guide 8 0 pages
l Background information on ESL methods
0 Step-by-step viewing instructions
l Application activities in cooperative groups

Addison-
Wesley

Featuring. . . Student Books-superbly Illustrated and songs, poems, chants, stories  and

filled w i t h meaningful language ac  t iv i t ies conversation  and listening  comprehension

l Total Physical Response e x e r c i s e s

l Language Experience Approach
Activity Books--activities  ranging  from
cut-and-paste to process w r i t i n g Also available

l The Natural Approach

l Whole Language Activities
Teacher’s Guide--easy-to-use 3-step

Big  Books -  beaut i fu l ,  over-wed versions

teaching  plans, u n i t preview  pages  for
of selected l i terature  from KIDS  Levels I,

l Classic Multicultural Literature efficient  planning, solid  frequent
2, and 3-perfect for shared reading,
whole language, and early literacy ( L i t t l e

l Frequent Assessment assessment, and wrap-up pages for review
and enrichment

Books also available.)

Audio Cassette Program--outstanding
!3*zfi-f  F (fs&nTGI  $)

qual i t y  w i t h a rich array of fingerplays,

THE ART OF TEACHING
will help  KIDS users.

A
vv

Publishers Japan, Ltd.
l-2-2 Sarugaku-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101

TEL 03(3291)  4581 FAX 03 (3291)  4592



Conference Calendar
To place information in this column, contact Masaki Oda, Dept. of Foreign Languages, Tamagawa University, 6-1-1 Tamagawa Gakuen, Machida,

Tokyo, 194. Japan, Tel: 0427-28-3271 (w); Tel/fax: 044-988-4996 (h), two months in advance of desired date of publication,

Communicat ion in  the Workplace:
Cul ture ,  Language and Organisational
Change
Date: September 1-4, 1993
Place: Sydney Hilton, Sydney,  Australia
Contact: P. 0. Box 721

Leichhardt  NSW 2040  Aus t ra l i a
Fax. +61-2-330-3914

First Annual JALT Southwest Re-
gional Conference
Date: September 5,  1993
Place: The Women’s Center (Josei

Sogo  Senta), Matsuyama
Theme: Methods and Materials: Help

Yourself!
Contact: Kristin Armitage

P.O.  Box 35,  Cent ra l  Post  Of f ice
Matsuyama, Ehime 790
T e l :  0899-31-7817

The 32nd JACET Annual Convention
Date: September 8-10,  1993
Place: Tohoku Gakuin University,

Izumi  Campus, Sendai, Japan
Contac t :  JACET

1-2 Kagurazaka,Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 162
T e l :  03-3268-9686

JALT Chiba  Chapter Mini-Conference
on Language Testing
Date: Sept .  11,  1993
Place: Kanda University of Interna-

t iona l  S tud ies ,  Ch iba ,  Japan
Contac t :  Pau l  Gruba

Kanda University of Interna-
t i ona l  S tud ies
1-4-1 Wakaba, Mihama-ku
Chiba-shi, Chiba-ken 261
Tel: 043-273-1233; Fax: 043-
2 7 2 - 1 7 7 7

National Conference on Computers
and Composition (JALT CALL N-SIG
Nagoya Chapter)
Date: September 14-l 5, 1993
Place : Kinjo  Gakuin Universi ty,  Nagoya
Theme: Computers and Composition
Contac t :  Dav id  K luge

Kinjo  Gakuin University
2-1723 Oomori
Moriyama-ku, Nagoya 463
Fax: 052-799-2089

English Teachers Association
Switzerland Annual General Meeting
Date: September 18,  1993
Place: Rapperswil, St. Gallen,  Swit-

zer land

Contact: Ilona  Bossart
L indaust r .  29
9524 Zuzwil
Swi tzer land

18th Annual ALAA  (Applied Linguis-
tics Assn. of Australia) Congress
Date: September 26-29,  1993
P lace :  Un ive rs i t y  o f  Ade la ide ,

Ade la i de ,  Aus t ra l i a
Theme: Living with Language: The

Classroom-Community Nexus
Contact: John West-Sooby

Dept. of French
Univers i ty  o f  Ade la ide
GPO Box 498
Ade la ide ,  SA 5001
Australia
Tel: +61-8-228-5638;  Fax:+61-
8-224-0464 (Head all faxes:
“Attn:  J. West-Sooby, French
Dept.“)

International Symposium on Lan-
guage Teaching Methodology
Date: October 4-14, 1993
Place: Beijing and Hohhot, Inner

Mongo l ia ,  Peop le ’s  Repub l i co f
C h i n a

Contact: Dr. Stephen J. Gaies
T E S O L  P r o g r a m
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls,  IA 50614-0502 USA

SPEAQ ‘93
Date: October 20-23,  1993
Place: Sheraton Laval, Laval, Que-

bec,  Canada
Theme:  The  Communica t ion  Cha l lenge
Contac t :  SPEAQ

7400 boul.  Saint-Laurent, bur.
530
Montreal, Quebec H2R  2Y1
C a n a d a
Tel.+1-514-271-3700;Fax.+1-
514-948-1231

The 18th Annual Boston University
Conference on Language Develop-
ment
Date: January 7-8, 1994
Place: Boston, MA, USA
Theme: First and Second Language

A c q u i s i t i o n
Contact: Boston University Conference

on Language Development
138 Mountfor t  Street
Boston, MA 02215 USA

. Tel:+1-617-353-3058;Fax:+1-
617-353-6218

HAI TESOL 14th Annual Convention
Date: January 13-15, 1994
Place: Bangkok, Thailand
Theme: Learner-Centered Methodology
Deadline for Proposals:

November 1,  1993
Contact: Prapa Vittayarungruangsri

Dept of Foreign Languages
Facu l ty  o f  Sc ience
Mahidol University, Rama 6
R o a d
Bangkok 10400,  Tha i land
T e l :  +662-246-1377;  Fax:
+662-247-7050

American Association for Applied Lin-
guistics 1994 Annual Meeting
Date: March 5-8, 1994
Place: Baltimore, MD, USA
Deadline for Proposals:

September 17,  1993
Contact: AAAL 1994 Program Commit-

t e e
P.O. Box 24083
Oklahoma Ci ty,  OK 73124 USA

Teachers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages (TESOL)
The 28th Annual Convention and
Exposition
Date: March 8-14, 1994
Place: Baltimore, MD, USA
Contact :  TESOL Cent ra l  Of f  i ce

1600 Cameron Street, Suite
3 0 0
Alexandria, VA 22314-2751,
U S A
T e l :  +1-703-836-0774;Fax:+1-
703-836-7864

International Association for World
Englishes (IAWE) 1994 Annual Meet-
ing

Date: March 31 -Apr i l  2 .  1994
Place: University of Illinois, Urbana,

I l l i n o i s ,  U S A
Contact: Prof. Eyamba Bokamba

Dept. of Linguistics
4088 Fore ign Languages B ldg.
707 South Mathews Ave.
Urbana,  I I  61801,  USA
Fax. +1-217-244-3050
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Job Information Center/Positions
;$gUKfgJ$a TLT/Job Information Center

The Language Teacher/ Policy on Discrimination
Job Informalion Ccnter9fY$t We oppose discriminatory language, policies, and employment

g.f:%Ct,  E!~~~9mH#,  1e?m,  ---fimB;%“$IG:wI/~\ A!
practices in accordance with Japanese law, International law, and

zlJm#d$  ?gRj?$:XUKEljit$  L $ $,  JIC/Positions  3 3 4 D$A
human good sense.

Announcements in the JIC / Positions column should not contain
exclusions or requirements concerning gender, age, race, religion,
or country of origin (“native speaker competency,” rather than
“British” or “American”), unless there are legal requirements or
other compelling reasons for such discrimination, in which case
those reasons should be clearly explained in the job announcement.
The editors reserve. the right to edit ads for clarity, and to return ads
for rewriting if they do not comply with  this policy.

We encourage employers in all areas of language education to
use this free service in order to reach the widest group of qualified,
caring professionals. Non-public personnel searches and/or dis-
criminatory limitations reduce the number of qualified applicants,
and are thus counterproductive to locating the best qualified person
for a position.

Please use the form below, and fax it to Harold Melville at 075-
741-1492 (Sat., Sun.. Mon., Tues.) or 0749-24-9540  (Wed., Thurs.,
Fri.), so that it is received before the 19tb  of the month, two months
before publication.

f
JIC / Positions Announcement Form

City & Prefecture WJ%ti)  : Deadline (j;c;$$0#%@%Jl  !I )  :

Name of Institution (&M%)  :

Title of Position (#&$I)  : Full-time / Part-time (circle one) ($j%/%%@J0$ti)

Qualifications (fig@&)  :

-~---~__
Salary, Benefits, and Other Terms of Contract (%Fj-, ?kZ%k!@~ r(9$%$?+)  :

Application Materials Requested (@H’, &a)  :

Other  Requirements (?  a>#JK)$&)  :

.
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Please send all announcements for this column to  Harold Melville, 7-5 Konki-cho. Hlkone, Shiga 522; tax 0749-24-9540, Announcements
must be received by the 19th of the month, two months before publication. The form provided in the January, 1993, TLT must be used.

(EHIME-KEN) Matsuyama University, Matsuyama, Ehime-
ken announces a position for a full-time English Instructor
beginning April 1,  1994. Qualifications: Native speaker of
Eng l i sh  w i th  an  M.A .  i n  TEFL .  Du t ies :  Teach ing  s i x  c lasses  o f
English per week. Knowledge of Japan and/or experience
teaching Japanese students would be a plus. Salary & Ben-
efits: Roughly ¥4,450,000  per year; Airfare to and from
Matsuyama; partial payment of Health Insurance; ¥630,000
Research Fund; and other benefits. Application Materials:
Resume; transcripts; and copy of diploma. (These materials
will not be returned to the applicants.) Contract: Two-year,
non-renewable. Deadline: September 18, 1993. Address:
Yukio Takeichi, Registrar, Matsuyama University, 4-2 Bunkyo-
cho, Matsuyama, Ehime-ken 790, Japan, Tel: 0899-25-7111.
Fax: 0899-23-8920.

(FUKUOKA-KEN) Kyushu Institute of Technology (National
University), Kitakyushu-shi, Fukuoka-ken, invites applications
for a full-time post as assistant professor or professor of EFL,
beg inn ing  Apr i l  1,  1994 .  Qua l i f i ca t ions :  M.A.  o r  equ iva len t  in
TEFL .  app l i ed  l i ngu i s t i cs ,  l i ngu i s t i cs  and  l i t e ra tu re ;  a t l eas tone
academic paper published; Japanese proficiency preferred.
Duties: Six undergraduate/graduate classes per week plus
departmental responsibilities. Salary and Benefits: Salary
based on  Min is t ry  o f  Educa t ion  Sca le ;  Annua l  bonuses ;  t rans-
por ta t ion  f rom po in t  o f  o r ig in ;  hea l th  insurance;  hous ing  sub-
sidy; research budget of ¥500,000  per year; conference
travel allowance. Contract renewable every three years.
Application Materials: Resume with recent passport-size
photo; photocopies of all degrees/diplomas; some repre-
sentative papers; verifications of past employment; at least
one letter of recommendation; 500 word essay on “Why I’d
Like to Teach in Japan.” Proof of participation in an aca-

demic conference a plus. Deadline: September 6, 1993.
Contact: Shuzo Yamanaka, Department of Foreign Lan-
guages, Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu Institute of Tech-
nology, 101 Sensui-cho, Tobata-ku, Kitakyushu-shi 804.
Tel: 093-871-1931; Fax: 093-871-3723.

(GUNMA-KEN) Language Academy, Maebashi, Gunma-ken
is  look ing for  a  fu l l - t ime French Conversat ion  Ins t ruc tor  beg in-
n ing  either October,  1993 or April 1994,  depend ing  ondec is ion
of present instructor. Qualifications: Should have a back-
ground in teaching French to non-native speakers, Experi-
ence teaching and living in Japan is desirable, as is some
Japanese ab i l i t y .  Must  have e i ther  a  Japanese or  in ternat iona l
driver’s license. As the staff includes both English and Japa-
nese speakers, some English or Japaneseability isimportant.
Dut ies :  P lan and teach pr iva te  and group French conversat ion

c lasses  fo r  a  max imum of  22  hours  per week.  A l l  c l a s s e s  f o l l o w
an established curriculum and use textbooks, but the teacher
is free to add conversational or cultural activities. Salary &
Benefits: Commensurate with degree and experience. Ap-
proximately ¥260,000  per month plus two-month’s bonus
(annual: ¥3,640,000). Semi-furnished apartment provided.
App l i ca t ion  Mate r ia ls :  Resume l i s t ing  educa t iona l  background ,
teach ing exper ience and any le t te rs  o f  re fe rence ( in  Eng l ish  o r
French). Contract: One-year, renewable. Deadline: Septem-
ber 17, 1993. Address: Keith Folse,  Educational Director,
Language Academy, 3-3-3 Chiyoda, Maebashi, Gunma
371 .Tel:  0272-43-7121; Fax: 0272-23-4683.

(GUNMA-KEN) Niijima Gakuen Women’s Junior College an-
nouncesafull-time position as Instructorof English. Qualifica-
tions: M.A. in TESL or related field; native speaker. Duties:
Seven 90-minute  conversation and other English classes per
week. Additional Duties: Must be willing to serve as a group
leader to the United States or  Eng landon a four-week program
in Feb-Mar.  Salary and Benef i ts :  ¥240,000  per  month p lus  two
bonuses per  year  (¥480,000  in  June ;  ¥720,000  in  December) ;
research allowance (¥340,000  per year); free housing; other
bene f i t s .  App l i ca t ion  Mate r ia l s :  Resume;curriculum vitae;  two
le t ters  o f  re ference.  Deadl ine :  September  30,  1993.  Contac t :
President Sumio Ogata, Niijima Gakuen Women’s Junior
College, 53 Showa-machi,  Takasaki, Gunma  370. Tel: 0273-
26-1155; Fax:  0273-24-1444
(JIC Editor’s Note: As Niijima Gakuen is a Christian School,
Christian applicants are preferred.)

(NAGANO-KEN) Seiko Epson Corporation is accepting appli-
cations for a full-time ESL Instructor position beginning No-
vember or December, 1993. Qualifications: B.A. with a mini-
mum of  two years teaching exper ience or  M.A.  in  TEFL/TESL
or other Eng l i sh /Commun ica t ions  re la ted  f ie ld .  Unders tand ing
of  Japanese Cu l tu re  and a  des i re  to  l i ve  in  ru ra l  Japan he lp fu l .
Duties: Teaching classes and private lessons in areas of
general, business, and technical English as well as other
special projects. Salary and Benefits: Salary commensurate
wi th  exper ience ;  hous ing  ass is tance ;  pens ion / insurance  p lan ;
14  pa id  persona l  vaca t ion  days .  App l i ca t ion  Mater ia ls :  Resume.
Deadline: None. Contact: Ms. Karin Tanaka or Mr. Ono,
Recru i t ing  Sect ion ,  Se iko  Epson Corp. ,  3 -3-5  Owa, Suwa-sh i ,
Nagano-ken 392. No phone calls please.

(NAGOYA) Nagoya City University announces a position for
a full-time Foreign Teacher of English Conversation starting
April 1,  1994. Qualifications: Native speaker competence in
English; M.A. in a field of Liberal Arts. Duties: Teach six
courses of English conversation per semester. Japanese
language ab i l i t y  o r  des i re  to  learn  Japanese language a  p lus .
Salary and Benefits: Annual salary of ¥6,313,320  (1993 fig-
ure) ;  One-year  contract  renewable up to three years,  Appl ica-
tion Materials: complete CV; copy of certificate of highest
degree; two letters of recommendation; 4 to 5 minute taped
record ing  o f  app l i can t ’ s  v iews  on  teach ing  Eng l i sh ,  i nc lud ing
a  se l f - i n t roduc t i on ;  l i s t  o f  academic  pub l i ca t i ons  w i th  abs t rac ts
or one-page summaries; copies of three major academic
works. Deadline: September 30, 1993. Contact: Jiro Takai,
Col legeof  Genera l  Educat ion,  Nagoya Ci ty  Univers i ty ,  Mizuho-
cho. Mizuho-ku, Nagoya 467. Fax: 052-882-3075
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’ SRA : The Library In A Box
Self paced

w Self correcting

Reading development

in American English

for all grades

and ages.

Each SRA Reading Laboratory Kit contains:

+ a series of carefully graded, high interest readers

+ comprehension practice and answer keys

+ language practice integrated with error correction

Now widely used in Japan, the SRA Reading Laboratory series is

available for all ages through university. To see how your students

can benefit from this proven material,

send for our sample video, “Hey, Mom, I’m in Orange.”

To: MEYNARD PUBLISHING LIMITED
(SIRIAI

Ogura Bldg. 1-2-5 Nishi-sugamo, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 170
Tel:03-5394-3500 Fax:03-5394-3505

MEYNARD N a m e :
PUBLISHING  1 School:

LTD. : Address:
(School/Home) Tel:
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(TOKYO) The English Department of Tsuda College, Kodaira-
shi, Tokyo, announces a tenure-track opening for a full-time
lecturer (Sennin-koshi) or associate professor (Jokyoju) in
American literature and culture. Qualifications: Applicants
must  be  na t ive  speakers  o f  Eng l ish  w i th  a t  leas t  an  M.A.  in  the
f ie ld ,  p rev ious  un ivers i t y  teach ing  exper ienceand pub l i ca t ions
in  the  f ie ld .  Du t ies :  Teach ing  Amer ican  L i te ra tu re  and  cu l tu re ,
Eng l i sh  language  and  par t i c ipa t ion  in  rou t ine  func t ions  o f  the
department. Salary and Benefits: Details to be discussed at a
personal interview. Application Materials: Detailed resume
inc lud ing  l i s t  o f  pub l i ca t ions  and  recen t  pho tograph ;  Cop ies  o f
published books, articles or materials pertaining to the field
(M.A. these and dissertations may be included); proof of
rece ip t  o f  la tes t  degree  f rom gran t ing  ins t i tu t ion ;  two le t te rs  o f
recommendat ion  in  the  f ie ld .  Dead l ine :  Tuesday ,  Augus t  31 ,
1993.  Contac t :  Eng l i sh  Depar tment  Of f i ce ,  Tsuda Co l lege ,  2-
1-1 Tsuda-machi, Kodaira-shi. Tokyo 187, Tel:0423-42-5150;
Fax: 0423-41-2444.

(THAILAND) The American University Alumni Language
Center (AUA) in Bangkok, Thailand, announces a full-time
position for Director of Courses. Qualifications: MATEFL(or
closely related field); ten years TEFL classroom  and teacher
training experience; five years progressively responsible
administrative and supervisory experience as manager.
Additional recognition in selection process for relevant

Southeast Asia work experience, preferably Thailand. Du-
ties: Manage and supervise large, multi-faceted program;
more than 80 native English speaker teaching staff; more
than 7,000 students per term; annual student enrollment
60,000. Salary and Benefits: Competitive and commensu-
rate with qualifications. Applications Materials: CV. Dead-
line: ASAP. Contact: Director, American University Alumni
Language Center AUA, 179 Rajadamri Road, Bangkok
10330 Thailand; Fax.: 662-254-4338.

(THAILAND) The American University Alumni Language Cen-
ter (AUA)  in  Bangkok ,  Tha i land ,  announcesa fu l l - t ime pos i t ion
for  Academic  Superv isor /Mater ia ls  Deve loper .  Qua l i f i ca t ions :
MATEFL,  (or  c lose ly  re la ted f ie ld ) ;  f i ve  years  TEFL c lassroom
and teacher training experience; previous experience in de-
sign, development and implementation of TEFL, curriculum
and courses. Additional recognition in selection process for
relevant Southeast Asia work experience, preferably
Thailand. Duties:  Develop “ESP” courses and materials; incor-
porate supplementary  pr in t ,  audio and  v ideo teach ing  aids and
resources into curriculum; in-service training and supervision
of  teachers .  Sa lary  and Benef i ts :  Compet i t i ve  and commensu-
ra te  w i th  qua l i f i ca t ions .  App l i ca t ions  Mate r ia l s :  CV.  Dead l ine :
ASAP. Contact: Director, American University Alumni Lan-
guage Center AUA, 179 Rajadamri Road, Bangkok 10330
Thai land.  Fax:  662-254-4338.

(Meetings,  cont’d from p. 61.)

In fo : David Kluge, Kinjo  Gakuin Uni-
versity, 2-1723 Omori,
Moriyama-ku, Nagoya463. Uni-
versity fax: 052-799-2089.

NARA
In fo : Masami  Sugi ta ,  0742-47-4121

Bonnie Yonada,  0742-44-6036

NIIGATA
In fo : Donna Fujimoto, 0254-43-6413

Michiko Umeyama, 025-2672904

OKAYAMA
In fo : Hiroko Sasakura, 086-222-7118

OKINAWA
In fo : Jane Sutter, 098-855-2481

OMIYA
In fo : Michael Sorey: 048-266-8343

OSAKA
Info: Masako Watanabe 06-672-5584

SENDAI
In fo : Takashi Seki:022-278-8271  (h)

Irene Shirley 022-243-5676, (h)

SHIZUOKA
In fo : Greg Jewell,  0559-67-4490

SUWA
In fo : Mary Aruga, 0266-27-3894

TOKUSHIMA
In fo : Kazuyo Nakahira. 0886-22-6566

TOKYO
No Meet ing in  August !
In fo : Richard Smith, 03-3916-9091

(h); 03-3911-6111 (w)

TOYOHASHI
In fo : Kazunori Nozawa, 0532-25-

6578

UTSUNOMIYA
No meet ing  in  Augus t !

In fo : Jim Johnson, 0286-34-6986
Michiko Kunitomo, 028661-8759

WEST TOKYO
No meet ing  in  Augus t !
In fo : Yumiko  K iguch i ,  0427-23-8795

(h), 0427-92-2891  (w)

YAMAGATA
In fo : Fumio Sugawara, 0238-85-

2468 (h), 0238-84-l 660 (w)

YAMAGUCHI
In fo : Yayoi Akagi, 0836-65-4256

Eri Takeyama, 0836-31-4373

YOKOHAMA
In fo : Ron Thornton, 0467-31-2797

Shizuko Marutani .  045-824-9459
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MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

JALT is a professional organization dedicated to  the improvement of language learning and teaching in Japan, a vehicle for the
exchange of new ideas and techniques and a means of keeping abreast of new developments in a rapidly changing field. JALT,
formedin1976, has an international membership of over 4,000. Tehre are currently 37 JALT chapters throughout Japan (listed
below). It is the Japan affiliate of International TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) and a branch of
IATEFL  (International Association of Teachers of English as a Foreign Language).

Publications--JALT publishes The Language Teacher, a monthly magazine of articles and announcements on professional
concerns, and the semi-annual JALT Journal. Members enjoy substantial discounts on Cross Currents (LIOJ).

Meetings and Conferences-The JALT International Conference on Language Teaching/Learning attracts some
2,000  participants annually. The program consists of over  300  papers, workshops, colloquia and poster sessions, a publishers’
exhibition of some 1 ,000m2, an employment center, and social events. Local chapter meetings are held on a monthly or bi-
monthly basis in each JALT chapter, and National Special Interest Groups, N-SIGs, disseminate information on areas of
special interest. JALT also sponsors special events, such as conferences on Testing and other themes.

Chapters - Akita, Cbiba, F’ukui, F’ukuoka, Gunma, Hamamatsu, Hiieji, Hiroshima, Hokkaido, lbaraki, Kagawa,
Kagoshima, Kanazawa,  Kobe, Kyoto,  Matsuyama, Morioka,  Nagano, Nagasaki, Nagoya, Nara,  Niigata, Okayama, Okinawa,
Omiya, Osaka, Sendai, Shizuoka, Suwa, Tokushima, Tokyo, Toyohasbi, Utsunomiya, West Tokyo, Yamagata, Yamagucbi,
Yokohama.

N-SIGs -Video, Bilingualism, English for Academic Purposes (forming), Global Issues in Language Education, Japanese as
a Second Language, Computer Assisted Language Learning, Materials Writers, Teacher Education, Team Teaching, College
and University Educators.

Awards for Reaearch Grantsand Development -Awarded annually. Applications must be made to the JALT President
by September 3. Awards  are announced at the annual conference.

Membership -Regular Membership (¥7,000) includes membership in the nearest chapter. Student Memberships
(¥4,000) am available to full-time, undergraduate students with proper identification. Joint Memberships (¥12,000),
available to two individuals sharing the same mailing address, receive only one copy of each JALT publication. Group
Memberships (¥4,500/person) are available to five or more people employed by the same institution. One copy of each
publication is provided for every five members or fraction thereof. Applications may be made at any JALT  meeting, by using the
postal money transfer form (yubin furikae) found in every issue of The Language Teacher, or by senidn a check or money order
in yen (on a Japanese bank), in dollars (on a U.S. bank), or on pounds (on a UK. bank) to the Central Office. Joint and Group
Members must apply, renew, and pay membership fees together with the other members of their group.

CENTRAL OFFICE:
Glorious Tokyo 301, 2-32-10 Nishi  Nippori,  Arakawa-ku,  Tokyo 116

Te1.03-3802-7121; fax. 03-3802-7122. Furikae  Account: Yokohama 9-70903, Name: "JALT"

JALT-WZEW&WW~IZ~L\~
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‘Colourlul.  handsome, vigorous, and packed with information.
ideas and stimulus for action - very attractive.’ The Guardian
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